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HANDBOOK OF THE SENECA LANGUAGE 
By 

Wallace L. Chafe* 

Introduction 

This work is intended as a practical guide to the Seneca 
language for those with no linguistic training and for those who 
are to some degree familiar with linguistic concepts and termi¬ 
nology, but to whom the field is not a specialty. Widespread in¬ 
terest in the Seneca Indians was stimulated during the infancy 
of scientific anthropology by Lewis Henry Morgan's League of 
the Ho-de-no-sau-nee or Iroquois, originally published in 1851, 
and this interest continues to this day among a large group of 
scholars, both professional and amateur. The language is always 
a point of concern, and a number of people have expressed the 
need for a book of this nature. The author is grateful to William 
N. Fenton, Assistant Commissioner for the New York State 
Museum and Science Service, and to many individuals on the 
Allegany, Cattaraugus, and Tonawanda reservations in New 
York for their indispensable assistance. Edgar M. Reilly, Jr., 
and Stanley J. Smith, both of the New York State Museum, pro¬ 
vided most of the zoological and botanical scientific names, and 
both the latter and Elisabeth J. Tooker made useful suggestions 
with regard to the text. 

The book consists of three parts. Section I, on orthography, 
describes a way of writing Seneca words consistently and with¬ 
out omitting features that are significant. Various spelling sys¬ 
tems have been used, and are being used, for the writing of 
Seneca by missionaries, anthropologists, and the speakers of the 
language themselves. Everyone has his own system, although 
most orthographies used by the Seneca themselves can be traced 
to missionary origins in the 19th century. Among anthropolo¬ 
gists, from Morgan to Fenton, there has been practically no 
standardization at all. Both Morgan and Parker, two of the most 
prolific writers on the Seneca, were extremely poor phoneticians, 
and their transcriptions of Seneca words are far from satisfac- 

* Bureau of American Ethnology, Smithsonian Institution, Washington 
25, D. C. 
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tory. The aim of section I is to promote an accurate, consistent, 
and standardized way of writing Seneca terms for all who may 
have occasion to do so. 

Section II, on grammar, is concerned with the structure of 
Seneca words. It is no more than an outline of a highly complex 
subject. Those who wish to pursue the subject further are re¬ 
ferred to the author’s more technical publication, Seneca Mor¬ 
phology.1 

No claim is made for the completeness of section III, the 
glossary. It is not intended as a Seneca dictionary. The basis on 
which items have been included is their past occurrence or the 
likelihood of their future occurrence in the anthropological lit¬ 
erature. Even today, Seneca culture is rich and many-sided, and 
the author cannot claim to have had contact with all its facets nor 
to have examined thoroughly all that has been written about it. 
The terminology relating to the Iroquois Confederacy may be 
particularly incomplete. Vocabulary peculiar to the Christian 
community and the Seneca Nation’s government has been almost 
wholly neglected. It is hoped that the section on orthography 
will permit accurate transcription of whatever terms are not 
included. 

1 See Bibliography. 



I. Orthography 

“Almost every man who writes Indian words, spells them in a 

peculiar manner.” (Jonathan Edwards, 1788) 

This section provides the information that is needed to write 
individual Seneca words, and it is assumed that this will be the 
primary interest of the users of this book. For the writing of 
sentences and longer pieces of text, thoroughness would demand 
the marking of certain other features—for example, pitch con¬ 
tours and pauses—which are not introduced here. It is suggested 
that this section will be most valuable if it is reviewed system¬ 
atically with the help of a native speaker of Seneca, who can be 
asked to pronounce the examples given, repeating them as often 
as necessary. An attempt has been made to provide forms that 
can be easily elicited by means of the English translations: by 
asking such questions as “How do you say . . . ?” The glossary 
provides abundant further material for practice. 

Writing has as its purpose the representation of the spoken 
language. The system of writing used for English is notoriously 
lacking in consistency. On the one hand, a single spelling, like 
read, may stand for more than one pronunciation, while, on the 
other hand, the same pronunciation may be represented by 
several different spellings, as in the case of to, too, and two. Our 
spelling conventions are interwoven with related traditions and 
are not readily subject to change; one needs only to think of the 
millions of books now in existence. But with a language that does 
not have a long written history—and most of the world's lan¬ 
guages belong in this category—one clearly should take advan¬ 
tage of the opportunity for consistent representation of its 
sounds. In the last quarter century, linguistic science has made 
great strides in understanding the nature of linguistic sound 
systems, and hence in providing the basis for satisfactory writ¬ 
ing systems. The crucial consideration is to symbolize only and 
all the sound distinctions which are used in the language to dis¬ 
tinguish meanings. For example, Seneca has a sound which 
seems to us to be like English k, and another which seems like g. 
Nowhere, however, does Seneca distinguish words of different 
meaning by the difference between these two sounds, a difference 

8 
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in “voicing”; that is, the lack or presence of vibration in the 
vocal chords. The k and g sounds differ only in regard to voicing, 
and its lack or presence is entirely determined by the surround¬ 
ing sounds in a particular word. The difference between k and g 
is thus not distinctive, and linguists call them members of the 
same phoneme. The spelling system presented here utilizes one 
symbol for each phoneme. Thus for any spoken word there is 
only one possible spelling, and for any spelling there is only one 
possible spoken equivalent. What symbols are used is not so im¬ 
portant as how they are used; k was chosen for the phoneme 
described above. Four symbols used here, the acute accent mark 
('), the symbol ? (the top part of a question mark), and the vowel 
symbols e and o are not present on a standard typewriter. In 
typing they can be written in by hand, or other symbols can be 
substituted for them. 

It is impossible to compare accurately the sounds of one lan¬ 
guage with those of another; but, since the orientation of this 
book precludes technical phonetic descriptions, comparison with 
familiar languages is the only available means of conveying an 
idea of the sounds discussed. Some of the sounds and symbols 
are more easily relatable to German than to English, and readers 
who have some familiarity with German may be helped by the 
comparisons with that language. However, nothing can sub¬ 
stitute for listening to the Seneca words from the lips of a 
native speaker. 

Seneca has a relatively small number of phonemes, as lan¬ 
guages go, and its words can be written by using 16 letters plus 
the colon (:) and the acute accent mark. The letters used to 
represent the vowels are a, a, e, z, i, o, and o. The consonants are 
represented by h, j, k, n, s, t, w, y, and ?. 

The colon is used to represent lengthening (increased dura¬ 
tion) of the preceding vowel; compare the length of the vowels in 
wis ‘five", kawernirs ‘a long word\ kawenirsos ‘long words’. Be¬ 
tween two vowels, however, it indicates a lengthening of the 
whole vowel sequence. Thus, are has two vowels of equivalent 
length, but each is one and a half times as long as the vowels in 
ae; compare wae? ‘he said it,’ ware? ‘he put it in it.’ It may also 
occur between two identical vowels; for example, kakara? 
‘story, tale,’ where the ara is three times as long as the first a. 

The accent mark indicates a greater degree of loudness, 
usually accompanied by a relatively higher pitch, on the vowel 
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over which it is written; compare wa:e? ‘he put it on it/ kaka 
‘its eye' with wa :e?, kaka :a? just cited. 

As can be seen from the examples, not all words contain either 
vowel length or the accent. While a word may contain more than 
one long vowel, however, no word in isolation ever contains more 
than one accent. One other generalization that it is well to keep 
in mind is that no word spoken by itself (outside of a longer 
sentence) begins with a vowel or ends with either a vowel or n, w, 
or y. The reader may find difficulty in recognizing ? at the begin¬ 
ning of words that may seem to start with a vowel and in identi¬ 
fying ? and h at the ends of words. The final t and k after e and a 
may also cause trouble. These points are discussed below in con¬ 
nection with each phoneme. 

The Vowels 

The letters a, e, i, and o, with certain exceptions described 
below, represent approximately the same sounds as do these 
letters in the writing of German long vowels; for example, as in 
German Hahn ‘rooster/ zehn ‘ten/ ihn ‘him/ and Sohn ‘son/ The 
sound represented by a is roughly like that of a in English man. 
Disregarding the other letters for the moment, note the sound of 

a in sSsast ‘one/ wahta? ‘maple/ 
a in ka :hkwasun or moon, ?o?ka?th£? ‘I climbed' 
e in ?i ske :t Tm standing/ H :ke? Tm walking, going' 
i in tekhni :h ‘two,' wis ‘five’ 
o in hakso :t ‘my grandfather,' ?on6?ja? ‘tooth' 

The vowels written a, a, e, and o have a somewhat different 
sound when they are immediately followed by i, j, k, s, or t (but 
not with an intervening :; that is, not when they are long). In 
this case, 

a sounds roughly like the u in English hut: note the second a in 
ja:tak ‘seven,' the a in kyethwas ‘I plant' 

a sounds roughly like the e in English met: note the a in 
?o?khat ‘I passed by/ so:wak ‘duck' 

e sounds roughly like the i in English hit: note the first e in 
sneke :ah ‘take a drink!/ the e in testas ‘stand it up!' 

o sounds roughly like the u in English put: note the second o in 
mekanos ‘water/ the o in ?oiwa? ‘cause, matter, word' 

Two vowels have not yet been considered: the nasalized vowels 
written e and o. The former sounds something like the French 
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nasalized vowel in bien, while the latter sounds roughly like the 
vowel of English dawn pronounced through the nose. Note the 
sound of 

e in wash£:h ‘ten/ seh ‘three' 
o in tyohto:h ‘nine/ tekyo? ‘eight' 
both vowels in kejoh ‘fish,' ?oneo? ‘corn’ 

The vowel a is also nasalized when it occurs just before z or o; 
note its sound in was? ‘he said it,' kaohta^keh ‘on my ear.' 

The Consonants 

The letters n, w, and y represent sounds approximately the 
same as those which they commonly represent in English spell¬ 
ing. Note the sound of 

n in niwa?a:h ‘how small it is,' ?onono?ta? ‘potato' 
w in wis ‘five/ ?osno:we? ‘it's fast, speedy' 
y in ye:i? ‘six,' kanyahte:h ‘snapping turtle' 

The combinations sy, ty, and thy are discussed separately below. 
The sound represented by s, except in the combination sy and 

directly before a vowel, is also like that commonly associated 
with the same letter in English. Before a vowel, s has a more 
relaxed articulation which is apt to sound like z to English- 
speaking listeners, particularly between two vowels. Note the s 
in ska:t ‘one,' washerh ‘ten,' kanohse:s ‘longhouse,' wasa:se? 
‘war dance.' When the combination ts occurs before i, the tongue 
is closer to the palate, yielding a sound somewhat like the ch in 
English cheer; for example, we:mtsi:yo:h ‘beautiful day,' 
tsi?tyo? ‘you stay there' (but see thy below). 

The letter k represents a sound about like that spelled Jc in 
English as long as it is followed by h, s, t, or ?. Otherwise—that 
is, before w, y, or a vowel (it never occurs before it, j, or another 
k)—k represents a sound like that written g in English good. 
Note the k in hakso:t ‘my grandfather,' ktakhe? ‘I'm running,' 
niwak?a:h ‘how short it is,' ja:tak ‘seven/ kwa^yo‘rabbit,' 
kyashe? ‘I'm lying/ kekota?keh ‘on my nose.' At the end of a word 
after a nasalized vowel, k may sound as if it is preceded or even 
replaced by a sound like that at the end of English song; note 
hato :k ‘he used to say it.' 

Analogously, the letter t represents a sound like that of the 
same letter in English, when it is followed by h, k, s, or Other¬ 
wise, that is, before n, w, y, or a vowel—it occurs before n only 
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in the word ?oatn£?ta? ‘fern/ never before j or another t—t rep¬ 
resents a sound like that written d in English. Note t in 
?o?katkatho? ‘I looked at it/ we:nitsi:yo:h ‘beautiful day/ 
?o?not?ah (the name of the third month), ska:t ‘one/ tetwa:t 
‘we’ll dance/ teotita?Dh ‘they have stood up.’ At the end of a word 
after a nasalized vowel, t often sounds like an n that is abruptly 
cut off; note ?o?kyst ‘I hit it,’ ?ohsikweot ‘rattlesnake’ (note that 
n never occurs at the end of a word). 

The letter j represents a sound similar to that written dz in 
the English word adze; note the j in kejoh ‘fish/ jo?a:ka? ‘rac¬ 
coon.’ Before i the tongue is closer to the palate, yielding a sound 
that English-speaking listeners may be apt to interpret as the 
sound represented by j in English jeer (but see ty below); note 
the j in kaji :sta? ‘light, glow, ember,’ ji :yah ‘dog.’ 

The sound written h is quite similar to the sound written with 
that letter in English, but occurs in positions where it does not 
occur in English: notably after a vowel, at the end of a word, 
and before n. Note h in hata :khe? ‘he’s running/ kahoka:ct 
‘doorway/ wahta? ‘maple,’ seh ‘three/ washe:h ‘ten/ ?ohnekaht- 
e:tyo :h ‘the water is flowing.’ No word spoken in isolation ends 
in a vowel, and words that may seem to end in one have in reality 
either a final h, if the vowel gradually trails off through a whis¬ 
per, or a final 7, if the vowel ends abruptly. 

The glottal stop, written ?, is used by English speakers in the 
middle of expressions like uh uh (meaning ‘no!’) and for the 
sound represented by the Vs in button, bottle, Fenton. In Ger¬ 
man, the same sound can be observed between the e and a of 
Beamier ‘official/ between the r and e of Verein ‘club/ and at the 
beginning of eins ‘one.’ In Seneca, it occurs in positions where 
it does not ordinarily occur in either English or German. Note 
7 in ?o?eohta? ‘plant,’ ke?nya?keh ‘on my finger/ ?akye?his ‘I make 
mistakes,’ ka?hnya? ‘stick, club/ niwak?a:h ‘how short it is.’ No 
word spoken in isolation begins with a vowel, and words that 
may seem to begin with one have in reality an initial 7. 

Several combinations of consonants, specifically sy, ty, and 
thy, require special comment. In all three of these, the y is pro¬ 
nounced with the tongue very close to the palate, producing a 
fricative (hissing or buzzing) sound. 

The sound of the s in sy is similar to that usually spelled sh in 
English (for example, in show), so that the combination sy 
sounds more or less like what is spelled -sh y- in wash yourself. 
Note its sound in ka?ta:syo:t ‘Stomp Dance.’ 
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The combination ty, in which the t has a sound like English d, 
is apt to sound to English-speaking listeners like what is written 
j in English. Note its sound in tyo:yaik ‘robin/ satye:h ‘sit 
down!’ Careful listening may sometimes be necessary to dis¬ 
tinguish it from the Seneca sound written j, which always 
sounds more like dz; compare the two words above with 
jessta^e:? ‘black/ tajoh ‘come in!/ If a /-like sound occurs before 
i, it should always be written j (see above); ty never occurs 
before i. 

The combination thy is apt to sound like the sound written 
ch in English choose. The hy of the thy combinaion actually has 
a sound similar to that which ends the German word ich ‘1/ Note 
the sound of thy in hothyo:wi:h ‘he has told about it/ 
Wthya:ta?t ‘they (two men) stood up/ If a ch-like sound occurs 
before i, it should always be written ts (see above); thy never 
occurs before i. 

To summarize the points of comparison with English that the 
reader may find useful to keep in mind in writing consonants: 

For what sounds like English Write Seneca 

n (not word-final after Seneca z or o). n 
w . w 

v. y 
s, z. s 
ch (before Seneca i). ts 
k, g, ng (if the ng is word-final 

after Seneca e or o). k 
t, d,n (if the n is word-final 

after Seneca e or o). t 
dz, j (if the j is before Seneca i). j 
h. h 
glottal stop. ? 
sh-y . sy 
j (not before Seneca i). ty 
ch (not before Seneca i). thy 

There are a few Seneca nicknames in which the letters b or m 
must be used: ko?bit, takam. The letter u, representing a sound 
something like that in German Huhn ‘hen/ is necessary only in 
words that refer to something tiny: niwu?u :h ‘it’s tiny/ 



II. Grammar 

“Dans leur langue, presque tout est verbe... 

(J. A. Cuoq, 1866) 

This section is concerned exclusively with the structure of 
words; no attention is given to the arrangement of words in 
sentences. Seneca words are complex—most must be translated 
by an English phrase or sentence—and even this limited aspect 
of the grammar can be presented only in its broad outlines if 
we are to maintain the simplicity that is one of the aims of this 
book. 

It will be helpful at the outset to introduce one or two tech¬ 
nical linguistic concepts. The very fact that this section discusses 
the analysis of words implies that words are not the smallest 
meaningful units of speech. The smallest units, the irreducible 
meaningful constituents of language, are termed morphemes. 
Morphemes are in turn represented by phonemes, the distinc¬ 
tive speech sounds introduced in section I. The English word 
unnecessarily contains three morphemes: un- “not,” -necessari- 
“needful,” and -ly, which adds an adverbial meaning to the pre¬ 
ceding. 

It may be noted that what is represented in this word by the 
spelling -necessari- is differently spoken (as well as written) in 
the single morpheme word necessary. The stresses are different, 
as is the sound following the r. These two variants are called 
different allomorphs of the same morpheme. There are Seneca 
morphemes that have 10 or more allomorphs, some of which bear 
no resemblance to others which nevertheless belong to the same 
morpheme. Which allomorph occurs in a particular word is de¬ 
termined by the neighboring morphemes in that word. In some 
environments, some morphemes occur in a zero allomorph, 
symbolized by 0. 

Variation in the occurrence and position of vowel length (:) 
and accent (') will be found to occur within many morphemes. 
Such variation is dependent upon position within a word, as 
well as a number of other complex factors, and cannot be further 
accounted for here. 

Seneca has three kinds of words or parts of speech, distin 

9 
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guished by their function within sentences, as well as by their 
internal structure. They are particles, nouns, and verbs, and 
will be taken up in that order. 

Particles 

The particles are predominantly words of one or two mor¬ 
phemes, and there is consequently little or nothing to be said 
concerning their internal structure. Some of the most common 
particles include: 

hae?kwah ‘also’ 
ha^kwiste? ‘something, anything’ 
heh ‘where’ 
hetkeh ‘up in the air’ 
hs:noh ‘don’t!’ 
he:oweh ‘where’ 
hs?£h ‘no’ 
hi :k£ :h ‘this one, that one, he, she, it’ 
ka :o? ‘in this direction’ 
ka:weh ‘where?’ 
kackwah ‘very’ 
kcs ‘repeatedly' 
kwa? ‘completely, to an extreme’ 
kwiste? ‘anything’ 
kyo?oh ‘it is said’ 
naeh (or na:h) intensifies meaning 
neh ‘the; it, this’ 
ne? ‘it is, this is’ 
ne :wa? ‘this time’ 
ne?hoh ‘there, that there’ 
nc:h ‘this’ 
nc:tah ‘this’ 
no :h ‘probably’ 
no?we:? ‘while’ 
sc:noh ‘don’t!’ 
S£?di ‘because’ 
sho:h ‘only, just’ 
sih ‘there’ 
ske ‘good, well, OK’ 
so:ka:? ‘somebody’ 
ta:h ‘and’ (sentence connective) 
ta:?kwist£? ‘nothing’ 
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te?katka?hoh ‘nowhere’ 
te?we:toh ‘never’ 
te^eh ‘what V 
the tie? ‘yesterday’ 
tih ‘at this point, then’ 
to :kes ‘in fact, yes’ 
waih ‘indeed’ 
waye‘isn’t it so ?’ 
we:eh ‘far’ 
ya:e? ‘first’ 
?a:ho?oh ‘most’ 
?akwas ‘everywhere, wherever’ 
?asteh ‘outside, outdoors’ 
^atPkwah ‘if, whether’ 
?£:? ‘yes’ 
?i:s ‘you’ 
?i:wi:h ‘I think’ 
?i:? ‘I, we, us’ 
^ondijih ‘a long time ago’ 
?o:ndi ‘now, at the time’ 
?okyeh ‘inside, indoors’ 

Nouns 

There are a few nouns which cannot be analyzed into more 
than one morpheme; for example, kiskwi :s ‘pig,’ sko^ak ‘frog.’ 
With the exception of these and the elliptical nouns mentioned 
on page IB, every noun consists of a noun stem preceded by a 
pronominal prefix. The stem consists in turn of a noun base fol¬ 
lowed by a noun suffix, so that the relationship between the con¬ 
stituents can be diagramed as follows: 

Pronominal prefix—Noun stem 
__ A _ 
( —N 

Noun base-—Noun suffix 

The three noun suffixes are (sometimes -h), whose meaning 
is simply to indicate that the word functions as a noun, -?keh 
(sometimes - :neh) meaning ‘on’ or ‘at,’ and -ko :h, ‘in’ or ‘under.’ 
Their use can be illustrated with the noun base -osha- ‘box’ and 
the neuter pronominal prefix ka-: kaosha? ‘a box/ kaosha^keh 
‘on a box,’ kaoshako :h ‘in a box.’ 

Many of the pronominal prefixes consist of several mor¬ 
phemes, but they are not further analyzed here. There are two 
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sets of pronominal prefixes that occur with noun stems. For 
reasons that will become clear in the discussion of the verb 
below, one set is called subjective and the other objective. In 
general, the subjective prefixes occur only with noun stems that 
designate things like body parts, the possession of which is 
inalienable. They are illustrated below with the stem -ahsi?ta? 
‘foot’: 

1. k- or ke- ‘my’; kahsPta? ‘my foot’ 
2. s-, se-, or j- ‘your’; sahsPta? ‘your foot' 
3. ha-,he-, or h- ‘his'; hahsPta? ‘his foot’ 
4. ye-, ye-, yo, or yak- ‘her or people’s’; yohsPta? ‘her foot’ 

or ‘people’s feet’ 
5. ka-, ke-, k-, w-, or y- ‘its’; wahsPta? ‘its foot’ 
6. ?akhni-, ?akhny-, ?akhn-, ?aki-, or ?aky- ‘our’ (exclusive 

dual; there are two of us, and you are not included) ; 
?akhnyahsi?ta? ‘our feet’ 

7. hni-, hny-, hn-, ti-, or ty- ‘our’ (inclusive dual; you are 
included, yours and mine) hnyahsPta? ‘our feet’ 

8. sni-, sny-, or sn- ‘your’ (dual) ; snyahsPta? ‘your feet’ 
9. hni-, hny-, hn-, hi-, or hy- ‘their’ (masculine dual; includ¬ 

ing at least one man) ; hnyahsPta? ‘their feet’ 
10. khni-, khny-, khn-, ki-, or ky- ‘their’ (nonmasculine dual; 

including no men) ; khnyahsPta? ‘their feet’ 
11. ?akwa-, ?akwe-, ?akw-, or ?aky- ‘our’ (exclusive plural; 

three or more) ; ?akwahsi?ta? ‘our feet’ 
12. twa-, twe-, tw-, or ty- ‘our’ (inclusive plural) ; twahsiHa? 

‘our feet’ 
13. swa-, swe-, sw-, or j- ‘your’ (plural) ; swahsPta? ‘your 

feet’ 
14. hati- or hen- ‘their’ (masculine plural) ; henohsi?ta? ‘their 

feet’ 
15. wati- or wen- ‘their’ (nonmasculine plural) ; wenohsPta? 

‘their feet’ 

Other noun stems take the objective prefixes, of which there 
are fewer because of the coalescence of the exclusive and inclu¬ 
sive categories and the lack of a dual-plural distinction in the 
third person. The objective prefixes are illustrated below with 
the stem -?no? ‘arrow’: 

16. 9ak- or ake- ‘my’; ?ake?no? ‘my arrow’ 
17. sa-, se-, or s- ‘your’; sa?no? ‘your arrow’ 
18. ho-, haw-, or ha- ‘his’; ho?no? ‘his arrow ’ 
19. ko-, kaw-, or ka- ‘her’; ko?no? ‘her arrow’ 
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20. ?o-, ?aw-, or ?a- ‘its’; Vno? 'its arrow’ 
21. ?akhni-, ?okhny-, ?okhn-, ?oki-, or ?oky- 'our’ 

(dual) ?okhm?no? ‘our arrow’ 
22. sni-, sny-, or sn- ‘your’ (dual) ; sni?no? ‘your arrow’ 
23. ?okwa-, ?okwe-, ?okw-, or ?oky- ‘our’ (plural) ?okwa?no? 

‘our arrow’ 
24. swa~, swe-, sw-, or j- ‘your’ (plural) ; swa?no? ‘your arrow’ 
25. hoti- or hon- ‘their’ (masculine nonsingular; two or 

more) ; hotPno? ‘their arrow’ 
26. ?oti- or ?on- ‘their’ (nonmasculine nonsingular) ; ?otPno? 

‘their arrow’ 

Many noun stems occur with both prefix 5 (subjective ‘its’) 
and prefix 20 (objective ‘its’), with a difference in meaning de- 
scribable as indefinite versus specific: kasno? ‘bark,’ ?osno? ‘the 
bark.’ Other stems occur consistently with either one or the 
other prefix. 

More complex nouns may have a base consisting of more than 
a single morpheme—for example, ?ojistota?sha? ‘strawberry’; 
literally ‘that which has an ember on it’-—or may end with the 
plural suffix -sho?. Examples of words with the latter are 
ke?nya?sho? ‘my fingers’ (cf. ke?nya? ‘my finger’), kahatako :sho? 
‘in the forests’ (cf. kahatako :h ‘in the forest’). 

Some nouns have an elliptical form, lacking the pronominal 
prefix: jistota?sha? ‘strawberry,’ ?ahtahkwa? ‘shoe.’ Sometimes 
the regular form with the pronominal prefix (?ojistota?sha?) is 
also used and sometimes not (as with the word for shoe). 

Verbs 

Many verbs consist solely of a verb stem preceded by a pro¬ 
nominal prefix, which may be one of the subjective or objective 
prefixes already discussed. A verb stem consists of a verb base 
followed by an aspect suffix, so that the arrangement parallels 
that of the nouns: 

Pronominal prefix-—Verb stem 
r 

Verb base—Aspect suffix 

Each of these constituents may contain one or more mor¬ 
phemes. 

Three of the four common aspect suffixes will be discussed 
here, and the fourth will be taken up below. These three will be 
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referred to as the descriptive, iterative, and imperative suffixes. 
All of them have a great variety of allomorphs, and little more 
can be done here than to list them. The descriptive suffix occurs 
in the forms -9, -:9, -h, - :h, -eh, -oh, -o :h, and -0. It indicates that 
the verb base refers to a continuous state with no specific tem¬ 
poral limits. This state may be the result of an action denoted 
by the base; thus, kothe9toh, containing the base -the9t- ‘to 
pound corn/ can be translated into English as either ‘she is 
pounding corn’ (with no specific end in sight) or ‘she has 
pounded the corn.’ There is less ambiguity from the point of 
view of an English speaker when the base is translatable as an 
adjective: wi:yo:h ‘it’s good, beautiful/ 

The iterative suffix appears as -ha9, -h, -a9, -o9, -s, - :s, -as, -9s, 
-e9s, -£S, -os, -o9s, and 0. It indicates that the base refers either 
to repeated occurrences or to an occurrence that is in progress, 
but will eventually terminate: yethe9tha9 ‘she (periodically) 
pounds corn’ or ‘she’s pounding corn’ (but will eventually stop). 
With bases translatable as adjectives, a translation expressing 
plurality is often called for: wi :yo9s ‘it’s good repeatedly, several 
things are good.’ 

The imperative suffix has the forms -h, - :h, -ih, -ah, -ah, -oh, 
-eh, -t, -k, and -0. Its meaning is one of exhortation: sakoh ‘take 
it out!’ sniyo:tdi ‘hang it up!’. 

Except when the verb stem contains the descriptive suffix, a 
subjective pronominal prefix occurring before a verb stem is 
translatable as the subject of a verb in English; thus, yethe9tha9 
‘she pounds corn,’ ha:keh ‘he sees (it).’ Conversely, an objective 
prefix is translatable as an object: ho:keh ‘something sees him.’ 
With the descriptive suffix, however, the functions of these 
pronominal prefixes are somewhat different. The subjective pre¬ 
fix occurs only if the stem has an intransitive meaning, and it 
indicates the person or thing described: haya:soh ‘he’s called, 
his name is/ kani :yo :t ‘it’s hanging.’ The objective prefix occurs 
with transitive stems and may be translated as either the sub¬ 
ject or the object: ho:kdi ‘he has seen (it)’ or ‘(something) has 
seen him.’ 

In addition to the subjective and objective prefixes, there is a 
third set of pronominal prefixes that occurs only with verb 
stems. These prefixes indicate both a subject and an object, and 
are termed transitive: 

27. ko- or koy- ‘I... you (singular) ’; ko :keh ‘I see you’ 
28. khni-, khny-, khn-, ki-, or ky- ‘I or we (dual) . . . you 
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(singular or dual)1; khni :keh ‘I, we see you.’ Either sub¬ 
ject or object (or both) is dual. 

29. kwa-, kwe-, kw-, or ky- ‘I or we (dual or plural) . . . you 
(singular, dual or plural)1) kwarkeh ‘I, we see you.’ 
Either subject or object (or both) is plural. 

30. sk- or ske- ‘you (singular) . .. me’; ske:keh ‘you see me’ 
31. skhni-, skhny-, skhn-, ski-, or sky- ‘you (singular or dual) 

... me or us (dual)1; skhni :keh ‘you see me, us/ Cf. 28 
32. skwa-, skwe-, skw-, or sky- ‘you (singular, dual or plural) 

... me or us (dual or plural)1; skwa :keh ‘you see me, us/ 
Cf. 29 

33. he- or hey- ‘I... him'; he :ksh ‘I see him’ 
34. shakhni-, shakhny-, shakhn-, shaki-, or shaky- ‘we (ex¬ 

clusive dual) ... him’; shakhni :keh ‘we see him’ 
35. shakwa-, shakwe-, shakw-, or shaky- ‘we (exclusive 

plural) ... him*; shakwa :keh ‘we see him’ 
36. shehni-, shehny-, shehn-, sheti-, or shety- ‘we (inclusive 

dual) ... him’; shehni :keh ‘we see him’ 
37. shetwa-, shetwe-, shetw-, or shety- ‘we (inclusive plural) 

... him’; shetwa :kdi ‘we see him’ 
38. hehs-, hehse-, or hej- ‘you (singular) ... him'; hehse :keh 

‘you see him' 
39. shesni-, shesny-, or shesn- ‘you (dual) . . . him'; 

shesni :kdi ‘you see him' 
40. sheswa-, sheswe-, shesw-, or shej- ‘you (plural) ... him'; 

sheswa :keh ‘you see him' 
41. howo-, howe-, howoy-, or how- ‘he, she, or they... him’; 

howo :kdh ‘he, she, they see him’ 
42. khe- or khey- ‘I... her or their/; khe :kzh ‘I see her, them' 
43. ?akhi- or ?akhiy- ‘we (exclusive nonsingular) . .. her or 

them’; ?akhi :keh ‘we see her, them1 
44. ?ethi- or ?ethiy- ‘we (inclusive nonsingular) . . . her or 

them'; ?ethi :keh ‘we see her, their/ 
45. she- or shey- ‘you (singular) . . . her or then/; she :keh 

‘you see her, their/ 
46. ?etsi- or ?etsiy- ‘you (nonsingular) . . . her or then/; 

?etsi :keh ‘you see her, them’ 
47. hak- or hake- ‘he ... me’; hake :kdi ‘he sees me’ 
48. shokhni-, shokhny-, shokhn-, shoki-, or shoky- ‘he . . . us 

(dual)1; shokhni :keh ‘he sees us> 
49. shokwa-, shokwe-, shokw-, or shoky- ‘he ... us (plural)1; 

shokwa :keh ‘he sees us' 
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50. ya- or ye- ‘he ... you (singular) ’; ya :keh ‘he sees you’ 
51. shesni-, shesny-, or shesn- ‘he ... you {dual)1; shesni :keh 

‘he sees you’ 
52. sheswa-, sheswe-, shesw-, or shej- ‘he . . . you {plural) *; 

sheswa:keh ‘he sees you’ 
53. shako-, shakaw-, or shaka- ‘he . . . her’; shako:keh ‘he 

sees her' 
54. hako- or hakoy- ‘he ... them’; hako :keh ‘he sees them’ 
55. ?ok- or ?oke- ‘she ... me’; ?oke’keh ‘she sees me’ 
56. ?esa-, ?ese-, or ?es- ‘she ... you {singular) ’; ?esa :kdi ‘she 

sees you' 
57. hok- or hoke- ‘they... me’; hoke :keh ‘they see me’ 
58. hosa-, hose-, or hos- ‘they . . . you {singular) ’; hosa :keh 

‘they see you’ 
59. ?okhi- or ?okhiy- ‘she or they ... us"; ?okhi :keh ‘she, they 

see us’ 
60. ?etsi- or ?etsiy- ‘she or they . . . you {nonsingular) ’; 

?etsi :keh ‘she, they see you' 
61. shakoti- or shakon- ‘they {masculine) . . . her’; shako- 

ti :keh ‘they see her’ 
62. howoti- or howen- ‘she or they . . . them {masculine)9; 

howoti :keh ‘she, they see them’ 
63. kowoti- or kowen- ‘she or they... them {nonmasculine)9; 

kowoti :k£h ‘she, they see them' 
64. kowo- or kowoy- ‘it... it'; kowo :keh ‘it sees it’ 

The meaning ‘he . . . him/ which may be expressed by prefix 
41, may also be expressed by the objective prefix 18. ‘She ... her’ 
may be expressed either by prefix 19 or by the forms yotat-, 
yotah-, or yotate-, which are actually prefix 4 plus a reciprocal 
morpheme. The latter forms may also mean ‘they {nonmascu¬ 
line) . . . her/ Neuter subjects are normally implied in the 
various objective prefixes, neuter objects in the subjective pre¬ 
fixes. The meanings of prefixes 5, 20, and 64 thus overlap. 

The verb structure described above may be expanded in a 
number of different ways. The verb base may occur with a noun 
base before it, most commonly to denote its object, but some¬ 
times its subject or an instrument: hanahtakeh ‘he sees a leaf 
(-naht[a]- ‘leaf); kanShte^s ‘a leaf falls'; ha?hnyayetha? ‘he 
hits it with a club' (-?hnya- ‘club’). 

The verb base may also begin with the reflexive morpheme, in¬ 
dicating that the subject is affected by whatever is described, or 
with the reciprocal, indicating that the subject acts upon itself. 
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Note the reflexive -at- in ?akatihikwa:oh ‘I’ve put my hat on'— 
cf. ?akihikwa:oh ‘I’ve put a hat on it’—-the reciprocal -atat- in 
?o?katathe:? ‘I cut myself.’ 

Morphemes may be suffixed to the base to add causative, in¬ 
choative, distributive, instrumental, dative, and other meanings. 
Causative -ht- occurs in honohehtoh ‘he has filled it’ (-nohe- ‘be 
full’). Inchoative -?- occurs in ?o?kys:te?t ‘I came to know it’ 
(-yete- ‘know’). Distributive -ho- occurs in hane?akhoh ‘he does a 
number of wrong things’ (-ne?ak- ‘do wrong’). Instrumental 
-hkw- occurs in ?ohsohkwa? ‘it’s used for coloring, paint’ (-hso- 
‘color’). Dative -ni- occurs in hakhyato :ni :h ‘he has written it for 
me’ (-hyato- ‘write’). All these morphemes have several other 
allomorphs. 

The aspect suffix may also be modified to indicate progression, 
continuation, past time, and several other meanings. The pro¬ 
gressive morpheme -atye- occurs in hothyowi :atye? ‘he was talk¬ 
ing along about it.’ Continuative -ak- occurs in ?eyethe?tha:k 
‘she’ll continue to pound corn.’ The past morpheme -kwa? occurs 
in hanoe?skwa? ‘he used to like it.’ 

Another group of suffixes may add an attributive meaning 
to the entire word: 

-ko:wa:h ‘big, great, important’; hatiyosko:wa:h ‘he’s a great 
fighter’ 

-?ah ‘almost, kind of’; ?o?ka:s?ah ‘it’s almost night, evening’ 
-kha-ke :a?, -ka?, or -ka‘characterized by, the . . . variety’; 

?okwe?owe :kha‘the Indian variety, the Seneca language’ 
-:ono? ‘person of or from’; tkanotaserono? ‘person from New¬ 

town’ (on the Cattaraugus Reservation) 
-ke id9 ‘former, deceased’; haksotke :o9 ‘my deceased grandfather’ 
-sho^oh ‘pluralization’; howesho^oh ‘his belongings’—cf. ho:weh 

‘it belongs to him’ 

The verb may also be modified by the addition of prefixes. In 
many cases, the form of the pronominal prefix will then be a 
variant, but these variations are too numerous to be listed here. 
Especially common are the future, indicative, and optative pre¬ 
fixes. A verb which contains one of these commonly ends with a 
fourth aspect suffix, the punctual; this is the only condition under 
which the punctual suffix occurs. The forms of the punctual 
suffix are exactly like those of the imperative (p. 14), except 
that wherever the imperative has h, the punctual has ?. It means 
that whatever is referred to by the verb base happens only once. 
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The future prefix occurs as ?e- or ?e- and has a future meaning: 
?eke :ke? Til see it.' Another example was given with the con- 
tinuative morpheme above. The indicative has the forms ?o?-, 
wa-, or ?e-, and means that the event is an incontestable fact. It 
is often, although not necessarily, translated with the simple 
past tense in English: ?o?ke :ks? ‘I saw it’ or ‘I see it’ (right at 
this moment). Other examples were given with the reciprocal 
and inchoative morphemes above. The optative prefix occurs in 
the forms ?a:- or ?ae- and indicates likelihood or obligation: 
?a:ke:ke? T might see it’ or T ought to see it.’ 

The verb structure described, whether or not it is modified 
by one of the three prefixes just listed, may also be preceded by 
one or more of several other prefixes. Among these are the 
following: 

t- or ti- ‘there, here, this way’; tka:hkwitke?s ‘the sun emerges 
there, the east/ 

he-, h-, or ha?- ‘over there, that way’; heyakawe:no:h ‘she has 
gone over there’ 

s-, t-, or ji- ‘again, back, other, one’; shata:khe? ‘he’s running 
again’ 

te-, t-, or ti- ‘duplication, change of state’; tejitwatas ‘let’s stand 
it back up’ 

te?-, te-, or ta?- ‘negation’; te?wi:yo:h ‘it’s not good’ 
ni-, n-, or no?- ‘how’; nikye :ha? ‘how I do it’ 
tsi-, ts-, or tsa?- ‘when’; tsikeksa?a:h ‘when I was a small child’ 
thi-, th-, tha?- ‘contrast’; thiyokwe?ta :te? ‘it’s a different person’ 



III. Glossary 

“Nor is it always easy to comprehend or state with 
precision the shade of meaning implied in the Indian 
word.” (H. M. Lloyd, 1901) 

The terms presented in this section are arranged according 
to categories, since it was felt that such an arrangement would 
be considerably more useful than an alphabetical one. The cate¬ 
gories are listed in the table of contents. The English equivalents 
are listed alphabetically in the index. 

Each entry lists the Seneca term, variant spellings used by 
other writers (identified by abbreviations—p. 59), English 
equivalents, also followed by abbreviations if peculiar to a par¬ 
ticular source, and a literal translation when one is known and 
when the English equivalents are not literal translations. 

A few words regarding these literal translations are neces¬ 
sary. Many terms in the glossary refer to some specific cultural 
item, but have at the same time a descriptive meaning that is 
apparent to any speaker of Seneca; for example, keotanehkwih 
‘horse' means literally ‘it hauls logs.' Other terms, like 
ka?ta:syo:t, usually translated ‘stomp dance' by the Indians, 
have historical meanings not recognized by most or all present- 
day speakers. That this particular term originated with the 
meaning ‘standing quiver’ is not apparent to many speakers to¬ 
day, presumably because people have ceased talking about 
quivers. Other terms contain features that defy satisfactory in¬ 
terpretation. While speculation on such items is always possible 
and occasionally rewarding, only those meanings which have 
been apparent to Seneca speakers or which are reasonably 
certain etymologically have been given. 

1. Classifications of Society 

A. Kinship Terminology 
The stem -m :k means ‘be (either conscmguineally or affinally) 

related to': 

he :m :k Tm related to him' 
she :m :k ‘you're related to her, them' 
?akwate :no :k ‘we (exclusive plural) are related to each other' 
etc. 

19 
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The system described in the rest of this section is the tradi¬ 
tional Seneca classification, which is actually familiar today to 
only a minority of the older people. In the context of this classi¬ 
fication, the English kinship terms such as cousin, mother etc., 
which are customarily used by both ethnologists and Indians as 
translations of the Seneca terms, are necessarily only rough 
labels, not to be understood in the meanings which they have 
in reference to our own kinship system. The latter system is also 
recognized by the Indians, of course, and the English transla¬ 
tions are accurate for the Seneca terms when they are employed 
in the context of this latter system. 

A few observations on the linguistic peculiarities exhibited by 
these terms may be helpful. Nearly all the kinship terms consist 
of a verb stem denoting a particular relationship, preceded by a 
pronominal prefix that specifies the member or members of the 
relationship referred to. In general, stems that denote relation¬ 
ships between members of the same generation, when their rela¬ 
tive ages are not significant, occur with dual or plural subjective 
prefixes to denote all the members of the relationship to whom 
reference is made: ?akwa:?se:? ‘we (exclusive plural) are 
cousins' (often translated ‘my cousins’). For most of the rela¬ 
tionships involving an older and a younger member, there is a 
stem that occurs with transitive prefixes of which the subject 
is the older, the object the younger member: -?ke? ‘to be an older 
sibling of, to have as a younger sibling’ in, for example, he?ke? 
‘I am his older sibling, my younger brother.’ While stems of this 
type can refer to either the older or younger member, they are 
more commonly used to refer only to the younger member of the 
relationship, another stem being more commonly used to refer to 
the older. These last stems are, from the point of view of other 
verb stems in the language, irregular with regard to the mean¬ 
ing, form, or both, of some of the pronominal prefixes with which 
they occur: 

(a) With some, but not all of these stems, only a singular 
subjective prefix is used for the terms translatable as ‘my...’: 
hahji? ‘(he is) my older brother.’ 

(b) The feminine morpheme has the form ?a-: ?ahji? ‘ (she 
is) my older sister.’ 

(c) Terms translatable with a second or third person pos¬ 
sessor (‘your . . .’, ‘his . . .’ etc.) contain simply the appro¬ 
priate second or third person objective prefix, but with the 
following semantic peculiarities: 
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ho- means ‘his’ or ‘her’ as long as one of the kinsmen in¬ 
volved in the relationship is male: hohji? ‘his older 
brother or sister, her older brother/ 

?o- means ‘her’ when the referent is female, but ‘its’ when 
the referent is male: ?ohji? ‘her older sister/ but ?o?nih 
‘its father/ 

(d) Transitive prefixes also occur, overlapping some of the 
meanings accounted for above, but with no consistent direc¬ 
tion of relationship: ya?nih ‘your father/ but howo^nih ‘their 
father/ 

Consanguineal Kinship1 

Kinsmen of the same generation: ‘siblings/ The relationship 
between members of the same generation who either have a 
common parent or whose parents are consanguineally related, 
provided these related parents are of the same sex, is referred 
to with the stem -ate:no:te:? (with the duplicative prefix) ‘be 
siblings/ Persons so related to me are, in English terms, my 
brothers and sisters and all my cousins in my generation, no 
matter of what degree, whose fathers are related to my father 
or whose mothers are related to my mother. Examples of this 
stem : 

teyakyate:no:te:? ‘we (exclusive dual) are siblings' 
teyakwate :no :te[du-ya'-gwa-dari-no-da] ‘we (exclusive 

plural) are siblings' 
te:yate:no:te:? ‘they (masculine dual) are siblings' 
te mote :no :te‘they (masculine plural) are siblings’ 

There is also a narrower classification which distinguishes 
the relative age of the ‘siblings/ One of the two stems used here 
is -?ke‘have as younger sibling,' and it occurs with the transi¬ 
tive prefixes in regular fashion: 

he^ke:? [ha'-ga] ‘I have him as younger sibling, my younger 
brother' 

khe?ke[ka'-ga'] ‘I have her as younger sibling, my younger 
sister' 

hake?k£‘he has me as younger sibling, my older brother' 
twatate?k£‘we (inclusive plural) are to each other as older 

1 This section follows Floyd G. Lounsbury’s unpublished analysis of Iro¬ 
quois consanguineal classes. The variant spellings given in brackets are all 
from Morgan’s Systems of Consanguinity and Affinity of the Human 
Family. 
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to younger siblings, our younger brothers’—used to refer to 
white men 

The other stem is the irregular -hji? ‘have as older sibling’: 

hahji? [ha'-je] ‘my older brother’ 
?ahji? [ah'-je] ‘my older sister’ 

Twins are referred to with the stem -kheh (with the dupli¬ 
cative prefix) : 

te:ni:kheh or te :ikheh ‘they (masculine dual) are twins’ 

tekhni:kheh ortekiikheh [ta-geek'-ha] ‘they (masculine dual) 
are twins’ 

tekhni:kheh or teki:kheh [ta-geek'-ha] ‘they (nonmasculine 
dual) are twins’ 

Kinsmen of the same generation: ‘cousins.’ The relationship 

between two members of the same generation whose parents 
are consanguineally related, when these related parents are 

not of the same sex, is referred to with the stem -&:?se:?—or 
-e :?seafter an n—‘be cousins.’ Persons so related to me are, in 
English terms, all my cousins in my generation, no matter of 

what degree, whose fathers are related to my mother or whose 
mothers are related to my father. Examples of this stem: 

?akya:?se:? [ah-gare'-seh] ‘we (exclusive dual) are cousins’ 
ya:?se:? ‘they (masculine dual) are cousins’ 

h£ns:?se:? ‘they (masculine plural) are cousins’ 

Kinsmen one generation apart: ‘parents’ and ‘children.’ The 
relationship between persons a generation apart in which the 
older member is either the natural parent of the younger, or 

is consanguineally related to and the same sex as one of the 
natural parents of the younger, is referred to with one of three 
stems. The first and more regular is -(h)a(:)wak ‘have as 

child’: 

he :awak [ha-ah'-wuk] ‘I have him as child, my son’ 

khe :awak [ka-ah'-wuk] ‘I have her as child, my daughter’ 

hakha: wak ‘he has me as child, my father’ 

shakoawak ‘he has her as child, his daughter’ 

yatathawak ‘they (masculine dual) are parent-child to each 

other, a man and his son or daughter, a woman and her son’ 

The second stem, used only to refer to a ‘father’ in this rela¬ 

tionship, is -?nih: 

ho?nih ‘his or her father’ 
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hoti^nih 'their (masculine nonsingular) father’ 
ya?nih 'your father1 
howo^nih 'her or their father’ 
ha?nih [hd-niK] 'my father’ 

The third stem, used only to refer to a 'mother’ in this rela¬ 
tionship, is -no^eh: 

hond^eh 'his mother’ 
?on6?di 'her mother’ 
sand^eh 'your mother’ 
shakotind^eh 'their mother’ 

The common word for 'my mother/ however, is the anomalous 
no^yeh lno-yeh'~\. 

Kinsmen one generation apart: 'uncles/ ‘aunts/ 'nephews/ 
and 'nieces/ The relationship between persons a generation 
apart in which the older member is consanguineally related to 
and the opposite sex from one of the natural parents of the 
younger is referred to with one of four stems. The two which 
occur with regular prefixes are -e:wo:te? 'be uncle to’ and 
-hsD^neh 'be aunt to’; both are usually or always used to refer 
to the younger member of the relationship : 

heye:wa:t£? tha-yaf-ivan-da] Tm his uncle, my nephew’ 
kheye:wo:te^ [ka-ya’-wan-da] 'I’m her uncle, my niece’ 
hehse:wo:te? 'you’re his uncle, your nephew’ 
howoye:wa:t£? 'they’re his uncles, their nephew’ 
hehso?neh [ha-soh’-neh] 'I’m his aunt, my nephew’ 
khehs5?neh [ka-soh'-neh] Tm her aunt, my niece’ 
howatihso^neh 'they’re aunts to them (masculine), their 

nephews’ 

The other two are -nd^seh ‘be uncle to’ and -hak 'be aunt to,’ 
used only to refer to the older member of the relationship: 

hakhnd^sdi 'my uncle’ 
yand^seh 'your uncle’ 
shakdno^seh 'her uncle’ 
hond^seh 'his or her uncle’ 
%ke :hak [ah-gof-Imc] 'my aunt’ 
yashak 'your aunt (said to a man) ’ 
?esa shak 'your aunt (said to a woman) ’ 
howo :hak 'his aunt or aunts’ 
ho:hak 'his aunt’ 
?o:hak 'her aunt’ 
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Kinsmen two generations apart: ‘grandparents’ and ‘grand¬ 
children.’ The relationship between any consanguineally related 
kinsmen who are two generations apart is referred to with the 
stems -ate? and -(h)so:t. 

-a(:)te? ‘be grandparent to’ occurs with transitive prefixes 
to denote either member of the relationship, but more commonly 
denotes the younger: 

heyarte? [ha-ya'-da] ‘my grandson’ 

kheya:te? [ka-yd'-da] ‘my granddaughter’ 
haka :te? ‘my grandfather’ 
yate? ‘your grandson’ 
shako :te? ‘his granddaughter’ 

yatatate? ‘a man and his grandson or granddaughter, a woman 
and her grandson’ 

-(h)so:t ‘be grandparent to’ occurs with the irregular pre¬ 
fixes and refers only to the older member of the relationship: 

haksort [hoc'-sote] ‘my grandfather’ 

?akso:t [oc'-sote] ‘my grandmother’ 
yahsort ‘your grandfather’ 

hohso:t ‘his or her grandfather’ 
?ethihso:t ‘our (inclusive) grandmother’ {used ceremonially to 

refer to the moon) 

Kinsmen three or more generations apart: ‘great-grand¬ 
parents’ and ‘great-grandchildren.’ The relationship between 
consanguineally related kinsmen who are three or more genera¬ 

tions apart is referred to with the terms described immediately 
above, supplemented by the suffix -ko : wa :h: 

haksotko:wa:h ‘my great-grandfather’ 
heyate?ko:wa:h ‘my great-grandson’ 

Affinal Kinship 

The common word for ‘my spouse’ is teyakyati :li ‘we {exclu¬ 
sive dual) together make up the total.’ Also frequently used are 
hekehjih ‘my husband,’ literally ‘my old man,’ and khekehjih ‘my 
wife, my old lady.’ Less standardized, often facetious forms are 
sometimes used by particular individuals; for example, 
teyakyatkoetahkwa? ‘we lay down our heads together.’ In refer¬ 
ring to another person’s spouse the usual word is ne:yo? ‘his or 
her spouse.’ The verb stem -hyo:? ‘be man and wife’ occurs regu¬ 
larly with the reciprocal in such words as yata:thyo:? ‘he and 
his wife.’ There is also a noun stem -nohkwa? found in 
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kanohkwa9 ‘married couple/ honohkwa9 ‘his wife/ konohkwa9 
‘her husband.’ 

Kinsmen of the same generation: ‘brothers-in-law’ and 

‘sisters-in-law.’ The relationship between affinally related kins¬ 
men of the same generation is referred to with three different 
stems: -a(:)tyoh, -a9ni:e9, and -a(:)nyeh. The differences in 
meaning between these stems are not entirely clear, since the 
terms are little used today, and Morgan’s information is some¬ 
what confusing. The following is based on Morgan, with alterna¬ 
tive meanings from present-day speakers given in the footnotes. 

-a( :)tyoh is used when the kinsmen are of the same sex i1 

9akya:tyoh [ah-ge-ah'-ne-o (?)] ‘we (exclusive dual) are 
brothers-in-law or sisters-in-law, my brother-in-law (said by 
a man), my sister-in-law (said by a woman) ’ 

yatyoh ‘your brother-in-law (said to a man), your sister-in-law 

(said to a woman) ’ 

-a?ni:e9 is used by a man to refer to a woman: 

9aka9ni:e9 [ah-ge-ah'-ne-ah] ‘my sister-in-law’ (said by a man) 

-a( :)nydt seems to have the same meaning2 and is not given 

by Morgan: 

9akya:nyeh ‘my sister-in-law’ 

Morgan gives in addition the terms ha-ya'-o and ka-ya'-o, used 

respectively by a woman to refer to a man and vice versa. Per¬ 
haps these are heyeo9 ‘I set him down’ and kheyeo9 ‘I set her 
down.’ 

Another stem which indicates an affinal relationship between 
members of the same generation is -atenoro9. This, however, 

is used to refer to the relationship between sets of parents who 
are related through the marriage of their children: 

9akwateno :o9 ‘we are parents-in-law of the same couple’ 

Kinsmen one generation apart: ‘parents-in-law’ and ‘children- 
in-law.’ The relationship between affinally related kinsmen a gen¬ 
eration apart is referred to with the stems -e:ho:s, -ne:ho:s, 
and -sa9. 

-e :ho :s is used reciprocally to refer to the relationship between 
a son-in-law and his parents-in-law: 

9akhne:ho:s [oc-na'-hose] ‘we (exclusive dual) are related as 

1 But current evidence suggests that it is used when at least one of the 
kinsmen is male. 

2 Or else it is used only to refer to a female kinsman. 
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son-in-law to parent-in-law’ 
?akwe:ho:s ‘we (exclusive plural) ...’ 

-ne( :)ho:s ‘have as son-in-law’ occurs with transitive prefixes 
and the reciprocal prefix: 

shakhnineho :s ‘our son-in-law’ 

yatahneho :s ‘he or she and his or her son-in-law’ 

-sa? ‘have as daughter-in-law’ occurs with transitive pre¬ 
fixes to refer to either member of this relationship: 

khe :sa? [ka’-sd] ‘my daughter-in-law’ 

she :sa? ‘your daughter-in-law’ 
hake :sa? [ha-ga'-sa] ‘my father-in-law’ (said by a woman) 
?oke:sa? [on-ga'-sa] ‘my mother-in-law’ (said by a woman) 
kosa? ‘her daughter-in-law’ 

The stems -no:? and -no?is are used in referring to a step¬ 

parent-stepchild relationship. 
-no:? ‘have as stepchild’ occurs with transitive prefixes to 

denote either member of this relationship, but more commonly 

refers to the younger: 

he:no:? [ha'-no] ‘my stepson’ 

khe:no:? [ha'-no] ‘my stepdaughter’ 
hakhno:? ‘my stepfather’ 

howo:no:? ‘her, their stepson’ 

-no?is ‘be stepparent to’ occurs with irregular prefixes and 
refers only to the older member of the relationship: 

hakhno?is [hoc-no'-ese] ‘my stepfather’ 

?akhno?is [oc-no'-ese] ‘my stepmother’ 
hono?is ‘his stepfather or stepmother, her stepfather’ 

?ono?is ‘her stepmother’ 

B. Other Social Classifications 
The Family 

The noun stem -(h/:)waji:ya? ‘family’ occurs with subjective 
pronominal prefixes and is used now to refer to the kinsmen with 
whom one resides, although historical sources indicate that it 
earlier referred to a matrilineage:1 

khwaji :ya? ‘my family’ 

ha:waji:ya? ‘his family’ 
ye:waji:ya? ‘her family’ 

1 See J. N. B. Hewitt, Bureau of American Ethnology Annual Report 
21, p. 255, footnote a (1903). 
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Clans 

The word for ‘clan’ (‘tribe’—LHM) is ka?sa:te?; witn the 
distributive morpheme, ka?sa :te :nyo? ‘the clans.’ The morpheme 

-?sa:- ‘clan’ is found in numerous other words. 

The names of the eight matrilineal clans are listed below with 
the pronominal prefixes denoting ‘they are members of the . . . 
clan.’ With the exception of the Turtle Clan, the names bear no 
relation to the common names of the respective animals, al¬ 
though Morgan listed principally the latter. 

hotijonPka:? ‘they are Bears’ 
honotha:yo:nih ‘they are Wolves,’ often simply tha :yo :nih 

[ tor-yoh'-ne—LHM] 
hatmyahte:h ‘they are Turtles’ 
hotike^ke :ka‘they are Beavers’ 
hotf :nyokwaiyo? ‘they are Deer’ 

hotisw£?kaiyo? ‘they are Hawks’ 
hotPnehsi :yo? ‘they are Snipes’ 
honotae?o :kaor hotitae?o:ka:? ‘they are Herons’ 

There is also a term for the members of ‘my father’s clan’: 
?akatom :ono?, literally ‘the people from whom I have grown, who 

engendered me.’ 

Moieties 

The two moieties are not named. In Reservation English they 

are usually referred to as ‘sides.’ The first four clans listed above 
are sometimes called ‘the animal side,’ the last four ‘the bird 
side.’ The members of the same moiety share a relationship ex¬ 
pressed by the stem -at£:notyo?sho?, an expansion of the base 
that means ‘to be brothers and sisters,’ while the relationship be¬ 
tween the members of opposite moieties is expressed by the stem 
-a:?se:sh£?, an expansion of the base that means ‘to be cousins’: 

?akwat£ :notyo?sho? ‘we (exclusive plural) belong to the same 
moiety’ 

honote :notyo?sho? ‘they (masculine) belong to the same moiety’ 
?okwa :?sesh£? ‘we belong to opposite moieties’ 
hone :?sesh£? ‘they belong to opposite moieties’ 

Nations 

The term for the ‘Six Nations’ is ye:i? niono£jake:h, literally 
‘six lands.’ 
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Grouping by Age and Sex 

A community may be further thought of as divided into the 

following four classes of people: 

yeksa?sho?oh or hatiksa?sho?oh ‘the children’ 
wsniosho^oh ‘the women’ 

hotiske^ekehtoh ‘the warriors’ 
yekdijisho^oh or hatikehjisho^oh ‘the old people’ 

The women, as a group, may also be referred to as ?akhino?£h, 
literally ‘our mothers.’ 

C. Functionaries 

Longhouse Officials 

Members of the longhouse community are called 
kanohseske :ono? ‘longhouse people.’ Their principal appointed 
officials are honoti:ot ‘Faith Keepers’ (WNF), ‘head ones, fire 
keepers’ (RE), literally ‘appointed ones.’ A single ‘Faith Keeper’ 
is a hotirot if a man, a koti:ot if a woman. At Allegany and Cat¬ 

taraugus there are particular ‘Faith Keepers’ who have more 
authority than the others. They may be called hatihscnowanch 

‘chiefs’ (see Civil Officials below) or, at Cattaraugus, ?o£tosho? 
‘head ones.’ A head woman at Cattaraugus may be called 
kotokcstoh ‘she keeps it straight.’ At Allegany there are two 
male ‘Faith Keepers’ with special duties who are known as 

honoti:wake:o? ‘Wampum Keepers,’ literally ‘they peddle the 
message.’ A single ‘Wampum Keeper’ is called hoti:wake:o?. 

Civil Officials 

Civil leaders at Cattaraugus are called teyokhiya^towehtanih 
‘they deliberate for us,’ kowano?ta? ‘great one,’ or hakya^tanoh 

‘he watches over me.’ 

At Tonawanda the chief system described by Morgan is re¬ 
tained. A chief (or sachem) is called hahscnowarnch ‘his name 
is great.’ Other, less common, designations are: 

hoya :ne :h, literally ‘he is of noble lineage’ 

kakteakwcniiyo?, literally ‘the main root’ 
teyotocjayashohkwa?, literally ‘serving the fame of the nation’ 

A subchief, or person next in line for the chief’s title, may be 
called: 

sho :no?ne :t, literally ‘he’s next in line’ 
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?oktea?k£ ha rat, literally ‘he's standing on the root over there’ 
heotanoh, literally ‘he watches over the tree’ 

A third-level chief (or “messenger”) is called terhtars, liter¬ 

ally ‘he runs.' 
The eight chief titles held by the Seneca are: 

kanyotaiyo? or skanyotaiyo? ‘Handsome Lake’ 
tsa?tekeoye :s or sha?tekeoye :s ‘even with the sky' or ‘skies equal 

in length' 
shokc^jorwar? ‘he of the large forehead’ 
ka?nokaeh (apparently containing the morpheme which means 

‘arrow') 

nishanye:ne?t ‘the two of them staggered' (elliptical) 

shatyenowo^s ‘he who helps' (elliptical) 

kanohki :?tawi? (perhaps with a meaning that involved ‘frying') 

to rnihoka :?weh (apparently containing a verb stem that means 
‘open') 

2. Communal Activities 

A. Calendrical Ceremonies 

The annual ceremonies held in or centering at the longhouse 
are variously referred to in English as ‘festivals' (LHM), ‘cere¬ 
monies' (WNF), ‘dances’ or ‘doings' (RE). The individual cere¬ 
monies are referred to in Seneca with the following terms: 

kaiwanooskwa^ko :wa :h [gi'-ye-wa-no-us-qua-go-wa—LHM] 

‘Midwinter or New Year's Ceremony.’ This word has the suffix 
-ko:wa:h ‘great, important' added to kaiwanooskwa?, a form 

that is not now recognized as a word, but that seems etymo¬ 
logically to have meant ‘the matter used to be difficult,' pos¬ 
sibly with reference to ‘dream guessing.' 

kane?yas?o(identical with the preceding). The verb base -ne?y- 

‘have the Midwinter Ceremony' may occur with various pre¬ 
fixes and suffixes; for example, hotme?yas ‘they are having the 
Midwinter Ceremony,' ?okwane?yahse? ‘we are going to have 
the Midwinter Ceremony.' 

ta:tin5:nyo wahta? ‘Maple or Sap Ceremony,' literally ‘they are 
thankful for the maple.' This and many of the following terms 

may occur with various prefixes and suffixes; for example 
teotinoinyo:? wahta? ‘they will be thankful for the maple, will 
have the Maple Ceremony,' 
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ta:tino:nyo kahataye? (identical with the preceding), literally 

‘they are thankful for the forest’ 

henotsiskoa? (identical with the two preceding), literally ‘they 
put mush in water’; that is, ‘they boil mush’ 

taitino :nyo ka :hkwa‘Sun Ceremony,’ literally ‘they are thank¬ 

ful for the sun’ 

to:wotmo:onyo hatiwenotatye^s ‘Thunder Ceremony,’ literally 

‘they thank them, the Thunderers’ 

howotiyenokohtani hatiwenotatye?s (identical with the preced¬ 
ing) , literally ‘they put in a song for them, the Thunderers’ 

wasarse? (identical with the two preceding), literally ‘War 

Dance,’ a component of the ceremony (cf. p. 31) 

henohneokwa^syoa? or henohne :kwa?syoa? ‘Seed or Planting 

Ceremony,’ literally ‘they put seeds in water,’ evidently with 
reference to soaking the seeds before planting. 

?ata:yeoo? ‘Strawberry Ceremony,’ literally ‘the gathering of 

berries’ 

hsnota:ye:es (identical with the preceding), literally ‘they 

gather berries’ 

h£iiota:yo :s or hsnota :yoa? (identical with the preceding), liter¬ 

ally ‘they put berries in water’ 

henotetkowo^seoa? ‘Bean or String Bean Ceremony,’ literally 

‘they put (string) beans in water’ 

?atekhweoo? ‘Green Corn Ceremony,’ literally ‘the gathering of 

food’ 

hsnotekhwe:es (identical with the preceding), literally ‘they 

gather food’ 

?athahkweoo? ‘Harvest or Bread Ceremony,’ literally ‘the gath¬ 

ering of bread’ 

hsnothahkwe:es (identical with the preceding), literally ‘they 
gather bread’ 

B. Terms Associated with the Calendrical Ceremonies 

The Four Rituals 

The ke:i niyoiwa:ke:h ‘Four Rituals’ (‘Four Sacred Cere¬ 

monies’—WNF) prescribed by the Creator are: 

1. ?ostowa?ko:wa:h [o-sto-weh'-go-wa—LHM] ‘Great 
Feather Dance’ 

kanonyowa:neh (identical with the preceding), literally 
‘big dance’ 
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2. koneoo? [ga-naf-o-iih-~~IJlM] Thanksgiving, Skin, or 

Drum Dance/ ‘Worship Dance’ (RE) 

3. ?ato :we? [ah-do'-weh^— LHM] ‘Personal Chant’ 
hato :tha? ‘he is singing ?ato :we?’ 
henotoishetha? ‘they are accompanying ?ato :we?’ (saying 

he?, he?, he? in rhythm) 

4. kaj£?kekha:? ‘Bowl, Dish, or Peach Stone Game,’ literally 

‘characterized by a bowl’ 
kane:hw£?ko:wa:h (identical with the preceding) 
kayetowa :neh (identical with the two preceding), literally 

‘big game’ 
kaje? ‘bowl’ 
kaske?£? [gus-ka'-eh—LHM] ‘peach stone’ 

Songs and Dances 

wasaise? [tva-sa-seh—LHM] ‘War Dance’ (‘Sioux War Dance’ 

—LHM) 

waen£m?je:? ‘they do the War Dance’ (with reference to the 

dance step of the preceding) 

wa?£no?e:? [wd-a-no'-cir—LHM] ‘Striking a Stick’ (‘Sun Dance’ 
—RE) 

yothowirsas, wenothowi :sas, or thowirsas [un-to-we'-sus— 
LHM] ‘Women’s Song’ (WNF), ‘Shuffle Dance’ (LHM), 
‘Sisters of the Dio ‘he'ko’ (AGP; see tyohehkoh, p. 49) 

kanoeo:wi:? ‘Dawn Song’ (‘song to the middle pantheon’— 
WNF) 

?£:ska:nye:? or ?£:hsi?taka:nye:? ‘Women’s Shuffle Dance’ 

?£ :ska :nye :?ko:wa :h ‘Great Shuffle Dance’ 

?e :ska :nye:? kaenokayokha:? ‘Old-Fashioned Shuffle Dance’ 

?oneo? ?0£ito? ‘Corn Dance’ 

ka?ta:syo:t [gd-dd'shote—LHM] ‘Stomp Dance’ (‘Trotting 
Dance’—LHM), literally ‘standing quiver’ 

teyoteneshotha? [da-yun'-da-nes-hunt-hd—LHM] ‘Linking 

Arms Dance’ 

kano?jitk£:o? [gd'-no-jit'-ga-o—LHM] ‘Taking the Kettle Out’ 

(LHM), ‘Carry-Out-the-Kettle’ (WNF) 

ka?nok£:yo:? ‘Grinding the Arrow’ 
(?o) jihaya? ‘Devil Dance, Devil’s Feather Dance’ 

The last four are sometimes known collectively as the ‘Devil’s 
Four Rituals.’ 
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Other Terms 

kano:nyok ‘Thanksgiving Speech’ 
kaiwawethahoh ‘Inserted Message’ 
hatiksa9toa9 ‘they are naming children,’ literally ‘putting chil¬ 

dren in water’ 
shsnotathewatha? ‘they are confessing,’ literally ‘punishing 

themselves again’ 
yateryeo9 ‘Big Heads’ (‘Uncles’—RE) 

C. Noncalendrical Ceremonies 

Restricted (Medicine Ceremonies) 

The following are ceremonies in which participation is, at least 
ideally, restricted to the members of a particular society: 

nyakwai? ?0£no9 [ne-W-gwi—LHM] ‘Bear Dance,’ literally ‘bear 

song’ 

tekiya?koh ?osno? [da-ge'-ya-go—LHM] ‘Buffalo Dance’ 

tawEieto? ?0£no? ‘Otter Dance’ 
kakohsa9 [gci-go'-sa—LHM] ‘False-Face’ 

hotikohsoska?ah ‘Common Faces’ (‘Doctors’ Dance’—-AGP), 

literally ‘they have nothing but faces’ (said to be thus called 
because the masks lack a tobacco pouch attached to the back) 

teyotyohkeotha9 ‘Thumbs-Up Dance,’ literally ‘they put their 

thumbs up’ 

teyc :hsi?tatias ‘Alternate Feet Dance’ (Doorkeepers’ Dance’— 
ACP), literally ‘they alternate their feet’ 

teyemyotha9 (part of the preceding), literally ‘they stand it 

upright’ 

kajihsa9 ‘Husk-Face’ 
nika:neka9a:h ‘Little Water’ 
yei9to:s, yi:9to:s, hati:9to:s, kaPtowarnch, or kai9to:o9 ‘Shake 

the Pumpkin’ (RE), ‘Society of Mystic Animals’ (ACP), 
‘Sharp Point’ (WNF) 

kane :ny59to:9 (an uncommon variant of the precedingf?]) 

kahatiya9ko9oh ‘Crossing the Woods’ 
hatihati :ya9s (identical with the preceding), literally ‘they cross 

the woods’ 

ka:yoweoo9ko:wa:h (identical with the two preceding) 
kacnowethahoh ‘Inserted Song’ 
teyotahsotaikoh [da-yo-da'-sun-da-e'-go—LHM] ‘Dark Dance,’ 

literally ‘it’s dark’ 
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tewenatahsotaiktha'-> (identical with the preceding), literally 
'they make it dark1 

yi»ta:?tha? 'Quavering/ literally 'they make the words (or 
voices) tremble' 

Co)t6swate:nyo? [da-swa-da-ne'-cb—LHM] 'Changing Ribs' 
(‘Tumbling Dance'—LHM, ‘Woman's Society'—AGP) 

kanediwii ffe‘Eagle Dance' 
kan&9ta:?toh (identical with the preceding), literally ‘shaking 

the Eagle Dance fan' 
ked niwahsota:ke:h ‘Four Nights' (performed in Canada only) 
sawand :no?o (an obsolete dance) 
kayetS :%e ib? (also obsolete) 

Unrestricted 

The following ceremonies are open to the whole community: 

kaiwiryosh ‘Good Message' (‘Code of Handsome Lake’) 
?£9wahsa:t9:? ‘his funeral/ literally ‘they will bury him'; 

^eshakotfhsato‘her funeral' 
?atya :klu> :sha? ‘Tenth Day Feast’ 
?ohki:we:h ‘Dance for the Dead' (LHM), ‘Chanters for the 

Dead' (ACP), ‘Feast of the Dead, Ghost Dance' (WNF) 
kayeto :?sh.a? (an all-night dance for the dead, commonly the all- 

night version of the preceding) 
kahsa^o‘All Eaten Up' (another ceremony for the dead) 
kanoohkwa my ok ‘Expressions of Love' (similar to the preced¬ 

ing, but with an offering of cider) 

D. Terms Associated with the Noncalendrical 
Ceremonies 

?ote :sha? ‘medicine ceremony, dance, doings' 
hotes ‘there's a ceremony for him' (‘recipient'—WNF) 
hotesyo :ni :h ‘he's preparing the ceremony' (‘sponsor’—WNF) 
hotesyo? ‘he has the ceremony ready/ literally ‘he has the cere¬ 

mony in the water' (‘sponsor'—WNF) 
hasteistha^ ‘he arranges' (‘conductor'—WNF) 
hatyaswas ‘he notifies' (‘messenger'—WNF) 
kayaHotahkoh ‘he's entitled to the ceremony' (that is, ‘he be¬ 

longs to the appropriate society') 
yeya?tot&hkoh ‘she's entitled to the ceremony' 
hendyo:? ‘fortune teller’ (male) 
yetteyo:^ ‘fortune teller' (female) 
ta :ya?tdwetha? ‘fortune teller/ literally ‘he deliberates' 
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?otsinohk£?ta? ‘charm* 
honotsinohke? ‘they belong to a charm society* (‘charm holders* 

—-WNF) 

yota?satha? ‘goods distributed during ?ohki :we :h* 
hahoanosta:s ‘he guards the door, doorkeeper* 
hatiye^kwaye :nih ‘they’re holding a Little Water ceremony,* 

literally ‘putting down tobacco for it’ 
hatinotaye:nih (identical with the preceding), literally ‘they’re 

putting down a reed for it* 
kano:ta? ‘night song of the Little Water society’ (AGP), literally 

‘reed* 
hate :ne :t ‘keeper of the Little Water medicine* 

E. Secular Songs and Dances 

While some of the following are performed as parts of re¬ 

ligious ceremonies, all of them are regarded as belonging to a 
more secular or “social” category than the dances so far listed: 

ja:hko:wa:? ?oeno? ‘Pigeon Dance* 

jo?a :ka? ?oeno? ‘Raccoon Dance’ 
kejoh ?oeno? ‘Fish Dance’ 
keotanehkwih ?oeno? ‘Horse Dance’ (‘Had-a-Horse’ WNF) 

kwa?yo?oeno? ‘Rabbit Dance’ 

so:wak ?oeno? ‘Duck Dance’ 
taka :?e?oeno? ‘Chicken Dance’ 
teka^no :to :t ?oeno? ‘Alligator Dance’ 

thwe:t or thwaet ?oeno? ‘Swan Dance’ 
tyo :yaik ?oeno? ‘Robin Dance’ 
kaksokeryo:? [guk-sa'-ga-ne-a—LHM] ‘Grinding Dishes* 
kanestoka :?e‘Beating the Dry Skin* 

kashe?tota :?toh ‘Shaking the Jug’ 
kaskoeota?toh [os-Jco-da'-ta—LHM] ‘Shaking the Bush’ 
ka?n6sta?ke :kha‘Naked Dance,* literally ‘characterized by 

nakedness’ (identical with the preceding) 
kayo:waka :yoh ‘Old Moccasin’ 

tewatsihasyo?o‘Garter Dance’ 
wa?£nothi :yo? ‘Sharpening the Stick’ 
tyotatenyatka:s ‘Grab Your Partner* (RE), ‘Choose a Partner* 

(WNF), literally ‘they grab each other* 
yotatya?tasyony&?tha? ‘Preparation Dance* (LHM), literally 

‘they prepare themselves with it* 
?oii£sh£?toh ‘Arm-Shaking Dance’ (LHM), literally ‘dropped 

arm* 
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?oshe :we? Tailing Belly' 
?oyata%4:a? ‘Cherokee Stomp Dance' (‘Stomp Dance, Snake 

Dance'--RE), literally ‘cave people, Cherokee' 

F. Games and Associated Terminology 

A general word for game is kayerta?. ta:tiyeo? means ‘they 
are playing, betting'; ta:yeo? ‘he's playing'; teyeyeo? ‘she's play¬ 
ing.' 

Names for the Bowl Game were given on p. 31. Terms for win¬ 
ning throws in this game are: 

^oreta^ (all six stones identical; wins five bean counters), liter¬ 
ally ‘planted field'; Wk&etare? ‘it came up with all six iden¬ 
tical' 

?onyo :?ah (all identical but one; wins one bean), literally ‘almost 
wild' 

Other terminology relating to the Bowl Game includes: 

yesaeHa :kwas ‘she picks out the beans’ (‘bean watcher’—-WNF) 
yeka:nya?s ‘she pays' (‘payer’—WNF) 
honotkaeo? ‘they're watching’ (‘referees’—WNF) 
honosteistoh (identical with the preceding), literally ‘they’re 

managing it’ 
hires ‘they (two) collect (the bets) ’ 
(?o)tisaskok ‘skunking’ (loss of one’s turn without having won 

a single bean) 

A similar game is kask^iserhtah [gus-ga-e-sa'-ta—LHM] 
‘Deer Buttons’ (LHM), ‘Buttons, Indian Dice' (RE). The win¬ 
ning throws in this game are: 

?o:eta? (all eight dice identical; wins twenty beans if two are 
playing, five if more than two) 

?o:ny5hsa? (all identical but one; wins four beans if two are 
playing, two if more than two), literally ‘squash' 

?onyo :?ah (all identical but two; wins two beans if two are play¬ 
ing, one if more than two) 

If a player has been eliminated but is able to pay his debt to 
the winner, he is told tekhni: ?ehs6,ji rwet ‘you will have two free 
throws,' literally ‘you will hammer twice.' If he is not able to pay 
his debt, he is told skart %hse jl rwet ‘you will hammer once.' 

The Snowsnake game, as well as the snowsnake itself, is called 
karwarsa? [ga-waf‘Sa-—LHM]. Parts of the snowsnake are: 

katkwia%eh ‘tail' 
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kakota^keh ‘nose' (‘head’—AGP) 
ka:neko :a? ‘lead on the end’ 

Other associated terms include: 

ka^owoko:h ‘trough' (‘track'—RE) 
hatiyehtahkwa? ‘mouth of the trough’ (AGP), literally ‘where 

they strike’ 
he :otye?s ‘he throws, thrower’ 
ye:wasohka:tha? ‘snowsnake medicine (wax),’ literally ‘they 

use it to make the snowsnake slippery’ 
swatkam (identical with the preceding; regarded by some as an 

English word) 

The Hoop and Javelin game is called either kakerta? [ga-geh'- 
da—LHM] or, less commonly kano?ka?o:?. Associated terms 

are: 

ka^hnya? ‘stick’ (‘javelin’) 

kano^ka‘hoop’ (also ‘poplar’) 

?e?mka:a? ‘hoop’ (another name) 

Other Seneca games include: 

te :no?£ni :ya :s ‘Tug-of-War,’ literally ‘they pull the pole’ 

tewa?a:o? ‘Lacrosse, lacrosse stick,’ literally ‘net on it’ 

ye ihsethwas ‘Football,’ literally ‘they kick’ 

t£:n£:hta:s ‘Foot Race,’ literally ‘they run’ 

t£:notatye:no:s ‘Westling,’ literally ‘they grab each other’ 

ternohtahkwayeo? ‘Moccasin Game,’ literally ‘they bet on a shoe’ 

G. Terminology of the Iroquois League 

The Condolence Ceremony is called ?atya :khosha?ko:wa :h, 

literally ‘the great feast.’ Related terms include: 

ka^nikoekeskweh ‘condolence, consolation,’ literally ‘the mind is 

raised’ 
kajistaye? ‘council fire,’ literally ‘the fire is there’ 

jokte:sko:wa:h ‘the great long roots’ 

?onahtajPko:wa:h ‘the great black leaves’ 

The “four cardinal principles of Iroquois policy” (WNF) are: 

ske :no? ‘health, peace’ 

ka?h£stesha? ‘strength, civil authority’ 
kdiwi:yo:h ‘truth, righteousness’ 
kayanesha^ko :wa :h ‘the great law, the commonwealth’ 
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Characters in the Deganawida legend include: 

tekanawi :tah 'Deganawida* 
hay5rwe :tha? 'Hiawatha5 
thatota:ho? 'Tadodaho5 
jikohsahse^ 'the Peace Queen/ also 'wildcat/ literally 'fat face5 

3. Classifications of Nature 

A. Numerals 

The numerals from one to ten are: 

ska:t 'one1 
tekhnhli 'two5 
sdi 'three5 
ke:ih 'four5 
wis 'five5 

ye :P 'six5 
ja:tak 'seven5 
iekyo? 'eight5 
tyohto:h 'nine5 
washe :h 'ten5 

The numerals eleven through nineteen are formed with the 
addition of ska :e?, as follows: 

ska: ska:e? 'eleven5 
tekhni: ska 'twelve5 
se ska:e? 'thirteen5 

The formation of numerals above nineteen is illustrated 
below: 

te washe :h 'twenty5 
tewashe: ska: ska:e? or tewashe: ska:t 'twenty-one5 
se nrwashe :h 'thirty5 
ke:i niwashe:h 'forty5 
ska:t tews?nya?e:h 'one hundred/ literally 'one strike of the 

hand5 
ska:t nd?tewe?nya?eshashe :h 'one thousand/ literally 'ten hun¬ 

dreds5 

B. Measurements 

Time 

The hours of the day are referred to as follows: 

ska:t joista^erh 'one o'clock/ literally 'one strike5 
tekhni: teyoista Pe :h 'two o'clock5 
se niyoista Pe :h 'three o'clock5 
ke:i niyoistaPe:h 'four o'clock5 (etc.) 
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References to parts of the day are: 

?e:teh ‘day, daytime' 

teyohatheh ‘it is light’ 
taweto :ti? ‘daybreak,’ literally ‘the day opens’ 
tyohe^oh ‘daybreak,’ literally ‘it has dawned’ 
tawe?nyaka :e? ‘daybreak,’ literally ‘the hand makes a noise’ 

setehjiah ‘early in the morning’ 
ws :nishase?a :neh ‘morning, forenoon,’ literally ‘early in the day’ 

haHewe:nishe:h ‘noon, midday’ 
heka:hkwa:?ah ‘afternoon,’ literally ‘less sun’ 
weta:jis ‘evening,’ literally ‘the day darkens’ 
?o?ka:s?ah ‘evening,’ literally ‘partly night’ 
wa?o?ka:h ‘night’ 

soeh ‘night, nighttime’ 
ha?tewahso:thweh ‘midnight’ 
?ote :nisyo?k ‘the end of the day’ 

Related terms are: 

the :te? ‘yesterday’ 
W£ rnishate? ‘today’ 

wahsotate? ‘tonight’ 
?eyo:he?t ‘tomorrow’ 
wa?o:he?t ‘the next day’ 
ska :t ?eyo :ta:? ‘one day from now’ 
tekhni: teyo :ta‘two days from now’ 

se neyo :ta‘three days from now’ 

There are several ways of referring to the days of the week. A 
set of names used on the Cattaraugus Reservation is: 

?awetatokehtoh ‘Sunday’ 

?o?wete:ta?t ‘Monday’ 
swetaitih ‘Tuesday’ or ‘any day after Monday’ 

ha?tewetaeh ‘Wednesday’ 
ha?tewetae ?ey6he?tkeh ‘Thursday’ 
wis wato :tha? we rnishate? ‘Friday,’ sometimes ‘Thursday’ 

we:ta:k ‘Saturday’ 

On the Tonawanda Reservation the days are simply counted, 

starting with Monday: 

ska:t we :nishaete? ‘day number one, Monday’ 
tekhni: wernishaete? ‘Tuesday’ (etc.) 

There is a similar usage on the Allegany Reservation, but 
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we :nishat£hkoh may be substituted for we:nishate9. Other 

names sometimes heard are: 

teyote :nitsiya9koh "Sunday/ literally ‘the broken day’ 
weta:k9ah ‘Friday/ literally ‘almost Saturday’ 
niyenoktowaes ‘Saturday/ literally ‘when they wash the room’ 

There are 12 month or moon names. During the winter, one 

of them usually does service for two successive moons to make 
the year come out even. The first moon is correlated with the 
position of the Pleiades. A list obtained on the Cattaraugus 

Reservation is: 

1. niskowakhneh or niskawakhneh 
2. niyo9not9a :h ‘the frogs are almost peeping’ 

3. 9o9not9ah ‘the frogs are peeping’ 

4. kano9kat (referring to hills for corn?) 

5. 9oyaikhneh or yaikhneh (referring to the ripening of 

berries?) 

6. skaiskekhneh or haiskekhneh 
7. skaye:neah or haye :neah 
8. kete9okhneh 
9. ke:okhneh 

10. kahsa9khneh ‘when I cough’ 

11. jotho :h ‘when it is cold’ 
12. nis9ah 

Another list, from the Allegany Reservation, adds 
weotahkwa9 ‘when the blossoms are on’ after kano9kat and omits 
jotho :h. Other names are: 

wa:kaita:thoh ‘the road slopes this way and that’ (as the sun 
melts the snow) 

kanahtok9ah ‘the end of the leaves’ 

Words for phases of the moon are: 

ka9ehta:9 ‘new moon,’ literally ‘fingernail in (the sky) ’ 

we:ni9tase:9 ‘new moon’ (also sawatahkwa :e9 ‘the moon gets on 
it again’) 

ha9tewe :m9taeh ‘middle of the moon’ 
wate :ni9t69ktha9 ‘end of the moon’ 

Words for seasons are: 

kekwitekhneh ‘spring’ 

kehe :neh or kakehote9 ‘summer’ 
koshe :neh or yosha:te9 ‘winter’ (the latter also ‘year’) 
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Length 

The following words are used in measuring length: 

(ska:t) joyohka:t T inch,’ literally 'one thumb’ 
(tekhni:) teyoyohka :ke :h ‘2 inches’ 
se niyoyohka:ke:h ‘3 inches’ (etc.) 
(ska:t) jo?e:no:t T yard,’ literally 'one pole’ 
(tekhni:) teyo?eno :ke :h ‘2 yards’ 
se niyo^eno :ke :h ‘3 yards’ (etc.) 

(ska:t) joa?a:t T rod, pace’ 
(tekhni:) teyoa?a:ke:h ‘2 paces’ 

se niyoa?a:ke:h ‘3 paces’ (etc.) 
ska:t heyotkathweh T mile,’ literally ‘as far as can be seen’ 

tekhni: heyotkathweh '2 miles’ (etc.) 

Volume 

Some measures of volume are : 

kano:tsi:h ‘quart,’ literally 'small basketful’ 
ska?a :tsi :h ‘bushel,’ literally ‘basketful’ 

C. Colors 

Two verb stems that may be used to refer to specific colors 
are -ke:et ‘be light-colored, white’ and -aji:h ‘be dark-colored, 
black’: 

kake:et ‘it is white’ 

kanohsake:et ‘white house’ 
wa:ji:h ‘it is black’ 
?oa?taji :h ‘black feather’ 

A number of other words contain the stem -?e:? ‘be the color 

of’: 

tkwehta :?e:? ‘red’ (origin uncertain) 
?o?shea?e:? ‘purple, the color of scoke’ 
jftkwa:pe:? ‘yellow, the color of bile’ 
je :sta?e:? ‘black, the color of charcoal’ 

9o?ke :?e:? ‘gray, the color of ashes’ 
?oiskwanye?ta?t:? ‘brown, the color of rotten wood’ 

Other words used to express color are kanahtaikho? ‘green’ 

and ji:nyoae? ‘blue.’ 

Shades may be indicated by one of the two stems mentioned 
first above: ?otkwehta:ji:h ‘dark red.’ Approximation to a color 
may be shown by the diminutive suffix: ?o?ke :?e :?oh ‘grayish.’ 
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D. Biological Terms 

Plants and Animals 

Both plants and animals may be classified as either kanyo:p 
‘wild’ or kashe :nep ‘cultivated, domestic.' 

Roughly according to its size, a wild plant may be one of the 
following: 

popeohtap ‘weed, herb' 
?oyo :wop ‘tall weed' 

poskawayep ‘bush' 
ka :it or ka :ota? ‘tree' 

A grove is kaha:to:t and a forest kaha:tap. Further names for 
animals and plants will be found in 2C (p. 32), 2E (p. 34), and 

especially 4G (p. 49). 

Body Parts 

The following are the names of some body parts: 

?ono?e:p ‘head' 

pakekepap ‘my hair' 

kek£?ja?keh ‘ (on) my forehead' 
keka:pkeh ‘(on) my eyes' 
pokahkweohsap ‘eyebrows' 

kekotapkeh ‘ (on) my nose' 
kaohta? ‘my ear' 
katahoskwapkeh ‘ (on) my cheeks’ 
kehsaka:et ‘my mouth' 

keskwa:pkeh ‘(on) my lips’ 
ponopjap ‘tooth’ 

kapnohsapkeh ‘ (on) my tongue' 
kyophapkeh ‘(on) my chin, jaw' 
ke :nyapsapkeh * (on) my neck, throat’ 
kenya :Pkeh ‘ (on) my neck, collar’ 

khnehsapkeh ‘ (on) my shoulder' 
khneshap ‘my arm' 
khyosta :pkeh ‘ (on) my elbow' 

khneshopkwap ‘my wrist' 
kespohtap ‘my hand’ 
kakwahtapkeh ‘ (on) my palm, sole' 
kepnyap ‘my finger' 
kyohka:pkeh ‘(on) my thumb’ 
pakepehtap ‘my fingernail' 
keptohsapkeh ‘ (on) my chest' 
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keswe?no?keh ‘ (on) my back' 

keswa? ‘my rib cage’ 
?akhno?kwa?keh ‘(on) my breasts, lungs' 

?osh£:wa? ‘belly" 
?otkwisia? ‘stomach’ 

?okso :w£? ‘intestines" 
?akethw£hsa? ‘my liver" 
?okahkwe?no? ‘kidney" 

kana? ‘penis" 
?oyahk£?ta? ‘head of the penis’ 
ke?hohsa?keh ‘ (on) my testicles' 
ka:n£.-£? ‘vagina’ 

?o:no?sha? ‘buttocks’ 

?o?yaka:d; ‘anus’ 
kejisko?kwa?keh ‘ (on) my hip’ 

kahsi:no? ‘leg’ 
kyahta?keh‘(on) my thigh’ 

kosha^keh ‘(on) my knee’ 

kejio?kwa?keh ‘ (on) my ankle" 
kahsPta? ‘my foot’ 
khyakwi :ya? ‘my toe" 

E. Cosmographic Terms 

Geological Features 

yoejate? ‘the earth, land’ 
?ono:ta? ‘hill’ 
yoako :h ‘valley, bottom land" 
?6ehta? ‘soil" 

?o?nehsa? ‘sand" 
ka?skwa:a? ‘stone’ 
kast£:te? ‘cliff, rock bank" 
kehorte? ‘river, stream’ 
kanyotae? ‘lake’ 
kanyoteowaneh ‘ocean,’ literally ‘big lake’ 

Points of the Compass 

?othowe?keh ‘north," literally ‘where it is cold" 
tka :hkwitk£?s ‘east," literally ‘where the sun rises" 
?oneno?keh ‘south," literally ‘where it is warm"; also ?£ty£k-kwa :h 

or ?otyek-kwa:h 
heka:hkw£?s ‘west,’ literally ‘where the sun sets’ 
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Meteorological Phenomena 

ka:ha? ‘the wind is blowing' 
?ohji?ke? ‘it's cloudy' 
?osteotyo :h ‘it's raining’ 

?osta :a? ‘rain’ 
?o?kyo:tyD:h ‘it's snowing' 
?o?ka? ‘snow' (in the air) 
?oni:ya? ‘snow' (on the ground) 
Wneyosto:tyo:h ‘it's hailing’ 
Wneyosta? ‘hail’ (also ‘hominy grains’) 
?owisyotyo:h ‘it’s sleeting’ 
?owi:sa? ‘ice’ (also ‘butter’) 
kashatotye^s ‘it’s misting’ 
?osha:ta? ‘mist, fog’ 
?o?tweniho? ‘lightning flashed’ 
?o?kaye?kyo‘lightning struck’ 

hatiwcnotatye^s ‘thunder’ 
?o?ha:ot ‘rainbow’ 
?o?twatyo :yatyconyo‘aurora borealis,’ literally ‘the sky be¬ 

came abnormal’ 

Astronomical Phenomena 

Both the sun and the moon are referred to with the one word 

ka :hkwaliterally ‘the sun or moon is in it’ (that is, in the sky). 

Which of the two is meant can be specified by preceding the 
above word with ?£te:kha:? ‘diurnal’ or soekha‘nocturnal.’ 
Names for phases of the moon can be found on p. 39. An eclipse 
is called ?£ka:hkwahto?t ‘the sun or moon will disappear.’ A star 

is ?ojihso?ta? Names of particular stars and constellations are: 

kcteowiitha? ‘morning star,’ literally ‘it leads the meadow 
nyakwai? tethakosw£?ha:? ‘north star’ [?], literally ‘bear stick¬ 

ing his nose out’ 
nyakwai? hatishe? ‘Ursa Major,' literally ‘they're chasing a bear’ 
hatitkwa?ta:? ‘the Pleiades' 

4. Material Culture 

A. Ceremonial Equipment 

Musical Instruments 

A general word for an instrument that is used to accompany 
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singing is yotenot&hkwa9 ‘people use it to sing with.’ 
yotenotahkwa?sho?oh (HCC) is specifically plural. 

Rattles. The general word for rattle is kastawe?sa? or 
kastowe^sa?. It may be qualified in various, not entirely standard¬ 
ized ways to specify a particular type of rattle: 

?on5?kakastawe?sa? ‘horn rattle’ 
?osno? kastawe^sa? ‘bark rattle’ 
?o :nya?sa? kastaw£?sa? ‘squash or gourd rattle’ 
?o:nyohsa? kastaw£?sa? (identical with the preceding) 
yi:?tostha? kastaw£?sa? (also identical with the two preceding) 
kaistatkos kastaw£?sa? ‘tin rattle’ 
?o:nyo?kwa? kastaw£?sa? ‘nut rattle’ (HCC, p. 287, referring to 

a coconut rattle) 

A rattle made from a turtle is called ka?no :wa?. This word may 
be qualified as: 

kanyahte:h ka?no:wa? ‘snapping turtle rattle’ (‘great turtle 
rattle’—HCC) 

ka?tya :skwa? or ka?ja :skwa? ka?no :wa? ‘box turtle rattle’ 
yothowisatha?ka?no:wa? (identical with the preceding) 

Drums. There are two names in common use for the ‘water 
drum’ (‘drum, tom-tom’—RE): 

ka?nohko:oh, literally ‘covered keg’ 
kan5?jo:oh [ga-no-jo'-o—LHM], literally ‘covered bucket’ 

There is no separate designation for the somewhat larger 
drum (‘big water drum’—HCC) used in the ?ohki:we:h cere¬ 
mony (p. 83), but it may be distinguished by the addition of 
?ohki:we: before one of the above words. A drumstick is called 
ye?nohkwa?estha? literally ‘people use it for striking the keg.’ 

Other musical instruments include: 

ka?hnya? ‘stick, club’ (‘stamping stick, tempo beater’—HCC) 
ka^wasta? ‘stick’ (identical with the preceding) 
?ata?tisha? ‘cane’ 
ka:no?ska:? ‘notches’ (‘rasping sticks’—HCC) 
kashew£?ta? ‘bells, sleigh bells’ 
ka:?k£.*ta? ‘flute’ (‘Indian flute’—HCC) 
ye :o?t&wastha? ‘flute’ (‘white man’s flute’—HCC) 
yeo^tastha? ‘flute,’ literally ‘people use it for blowing’ 
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Other Ceremonial Equipment 

kakohsa? ‘false-face’ 
kajihsa? ‘husk-face’ 
?oye?kwa? ‘tobacco’ 
?oye?kwa?o :weh ‘Indian tobacco’ (Nicotiana rustica) 
?oye:e? ‘bead, wampum’ 
?otkoa? or ?otko?a? ‘wampum string’ 
kaswehta? ‘wampum belt’ 
kaji :sta? ‘wampum/ literally ‘ember, light’ 
kajistakweni :yo? ‘the main wampum/ specifically that kept at 

Tonawanda to validate the Handsome Lake religion 
kaneshatiyotahkwa? ‘tally stick’ with attached wampum (‘invi¬ 

tation wampum’—RE), literally ‘used for extending the arm’ 
ka:no?skeoto? (identical with the preceding), literally ‘notches 

on it’ 
kane?a? ‘Eagle Dance fan, feather stick’ 
ka:ya?ehta? ‘Eagle Dance pole’ 
yene?kwa :?estha? ka?hnya? ‘Eagle Dance striking stick’ 
kanohse :s ‘longhouse’ (kanohseskeh ‘at the longhouse’) 
yekh5nya?tha? ‘cookhouse,’ literally ‘they use it for making food’ 
kajPka:ye:s ‘bench,’ literally ‘long chair’ 

B. Clothing and Costume Components 

?asyonyasha? ‘clothing’ 
?oswa:te:h ‘woman’s costume’ 
kehikwara? ‘hat’ 
waosha? ‘cap’ 
kasto:wa? [gus-to'-weh-.-LHM] ‘headdress’ 
kayahtowe?sha? ‘pants’ 
ka?kha:a? [ga-ka'-ah—LHM] ‘skirt’ 
kaisha? [gise'-hor—LHM] ‘leggings’ 
?atya?tawi?sha? [ah-de-a-da-we-sd—LHM] ‘overdress, smock’ 
ka:wahasha? ‘belt’ (worn around waist) 
teyothwahastha? (identical with the preceding) 
kakehta? [gii-gM] ‘belt’ (worn over shoulder and 

around waist) 
?atota:? ‘shoulder belt, suspenders’ 
kake^ta? (worn on upper part of leg, with high boots attached 

to it) 
tewatsihasyo^o‘garters’ 
kayo:wah ‘moccasin’ 
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?ahtahkwa? ‘shoe’ 
?ahtahkwa?o :weh [ah-ta-qua-o’-weh—LHM] ‘native shoe, moc¬ 

casin’ 
yeneshahdstha? [yeu-nis-ha-hos-ta—LHM] ‘arm band’ 
y£ii£sho?kwahastha? [yen-nis-ho-qua-hos-tci — LHM] ‘wrist 

band’ 
yotsinohostha? [yen-che-no-hos-ta-ta—LHM] ‘leg band’ 

?otsinonohka(identical with the preceding) 
?a?washa:? [ah-was-ha—LHM] ‘earring’ 
?£?nyahasha? [ah-ne-a-hus-ha—LHM] ‘finger ring’ 

yenihtyastha? ‘necklace’ 
yothwistaniyotahkwa? [out-wis-ta-ne-un-da-quii—LHM] ‘silver 

beads, pendants’ 
?£:nyaska:? [an-ne-as-ga-—LHM] ‘brooch’ 
?o?owa?ah (a brooch shape), literally ‘like an owl’ 
teyoewe :ke :h (another brooch shape), literally ‘two wires’ 

C. Basketry 

Materials and Components 

kanyoh ‘white ash’ {Fraxinus americana) 
yeotakwae :sos ‘black ash’ (Fraxinus nigra) 
kaka?ta? ‘white oak’ (Quercus alba) 
kohso:? ‘red maple, soft maple’ (Acer rubrum) 
?ononoka:a? ‘hickory’ {Carya ovata) 
jistaksre? (identical with the preceding) 

joka:ka:s (identical with the two preceding) 

?o:we?ka:? ‘splint, wood as a material’ 
?ohsohkwa? ‘paint, dye’ 
ke?to :w£? ‘bottom, base’ 
teke?tow£?se‘double bottom’ 

yothwatasetha? literally ‘people use it to go around’ (‘flexible 
withe, weft element’—ML) 

teyo?eno :hkwa? literally ‘people use it for putting the stick on’ 

(‘inner rim splint’—ML) 
?aste:kha:? ‘outer part’ (‘outer rim splint’—ML) 
?o?now£onyo? ‘flat curls,’ literally ‘bugs (?) in it’ 
?oji?syoyo:to? ‘peaked curls,’ literally ‘standing curls’ 

Techniques 

yD:we?ke:onih ‘they are making splints’ 
ye:we?ka rtokestha? ‘they are straightening out the splints’ 

(‘trimming’—ML) 
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yo:we?ka :ke :tas ‘they are scraping the splints’ 
tehsata^enoe? ‘you will hem the top/ literally ‘put on the stick’ 

tewa?en5:ok ‘it will be hemmed’ 

Types 

ka?asha? [gase-ha—LHM] ‘basket’ 
ya:hkwa? ‘container’ 

yot£no?sha:hkwa? ‘food basket’ 
ye?nista:hkwa? ‘corn basket’ 
yenono^ta :hkwa? ‘potato basket’ 
yestakwartahkwa? ‘dirty clothes basket, hamper’ 

yenohtarhkwa? ‘comb basket’ 
ye^nikhosha :hkwa? ‘sewing basket’ 
yotkehtastha? ‘pack basket’ 
ye?nistanehkwistha?, literally ‘they use it for bringing in the 

corn’ 

yotashe^notahkwa? ‘basket attached at the waist for planting or 
berry picking,’ literally ‘they put a lump on them’ 

yekaehtowa :?tha? ‘com washing basket, hulling basket’ 

yewo :ktha? ‘sifter, sieve’ 

yo?k£:wo:ktha? ‘ash sifter’ 
Wneyostowanes ‘hominy sifter,’ literally ‘big grains’ 
?ono:sha? ‘small corn husk basket’ 

kash^ta? [gos-ha'-da—LHM] ‘bottle, jug’ 
yejikhe^ta :hkwa? ‘salt container, salt bottle’ 

watashaene?s ‘drop handle basket’ 
teka?asha:oh ‘cross basket’ 

Other Basketry Terms 

kasha:a? ‘halter, strap, burden strap’ 

kanohsota :s? (identical with the preceding) 
ye?asyohka:tha? ‘basket medicine, agrimony’ (Agrimonia gry- 

posepala), literally ‘they sprinkle baskets with it’ 
ha?no:wa? oisha? ‘pitcher plant’ (Sarracenva purpurea), 

literally ‘turtle’s leggings’ (trapped water used as basket 
medicine) 

D. Agricultural and Cooking Implements 

?ato :ke? ‘ax’ (cf. ?a?skwihsa? p. 48) 
ye :htakahathwatha? ‘plow,’ literally ‘they use it to turn over 

the soil’ 
yakokwatha? ‘digging tool’ 
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kaohjisha9 ‘hoe' 
yeyethwatha9 ‘planting tool’ 
yetahkwa9 ‘ (com) crib/ literally ‘they put things in it’ 
yenowiya9ktha9 ‘husking pin’ 
ka9nekahta9 {ga-ne’-ga-tor—LHM] ‘mortar’ 
hetke :kha :9 ‘pestle/ literally ‘upper part’ 
yethe9tahkwa9 (identical with the preceding), literally ‘they use 

it for pounding’ 
yoteka9tahkwa9 ‘fire-making tool’ 
9oksa9 ‘dish’ 
kaje9 [ga-jihr—LRM] ‘bowl’ 
ka:owo9 ‘tray’ (also ‘boat’) 
kan69ja9 ‘kettle, pot’ 
kano9jowa :neh ‘big kettle’ 
kano9ja9o:weh ‘old-fashioned Indian kettle’ 
yeshe9onya9tha9 ‘dough-making bowl’ 
9at6kwa9sha9 ‘spoon, ladle’ 
9atokwa9syowaneh ‘big spoon’ 
katkonya9sha9 [got'-go-ne-os-ha —LHM] ‘ladle, paddle, stirring 

implement’ 
yetkonya9tha9 (identical with the preceding) 
katkonya9syowaneh ‘big ladle’ 
nikatkonya9shae9a :h ‘small ladle’ 
kahsikwa :9 ‘fork’ 
kakanya9sha9 ‘knife’ 

E. Weapons 

9a9skwihsa9 ‘ax, tomahawk’ 
9o9skwihso :t [o-sque'-sont—LHM; identical with the preceding] 
kaji :wa9 [ga-je’-wa—LHM] ‘hammer, war club’ 
kaito9keotasha9 [ga-ne-u'-gor-o-dus-Jm-—LHM] ‘horn war club’ 
ka9no9 [ga'-no—LHM] ‘arrow’ 
wa9e:no9 [wa-a'-no—-LHM] ‘bow’ (also‘pole, stick’) 
ka9ta:sha9 \_gd-Ms-ho^lMW\ ‘quiver, sheaf’ 

F. Other Artifacts 

ke :we :9 ‘wire, needle, nail’ 
tewatyaweokotha9 ‘needle’ 
ye:we:tahkwa9 [yar-wa-o-da-qudr-~~LHM] ‘needle book’ 
ye :weotahkwa9 [yd~wd~o-dd~qud^hllW\ ‘pincushion’ 
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?ojotka:? ‘hook, hanger’ 
kasto?sha? ‘fishhook’ 
yo?kahtahkwa? ‘punch’ 
teyo?istahkwa? ‘drill’ 
teyekesyo?tha? ‘scraper’ 
yohkeokwatha? [uh'-ga-o-gwdt'-hd—LHM] ‘chisel,’ literally 

‘they use it to scatter chips’ 
yotketatha? ‘ (back) scratcher’ 

yejistotahkwa? ‘lamp’ 
teyesta :the?tahkwa? ‘polish’ 
kaya?ta? ‘doll’ 
?ashokwahta? [ah-so-qua'-ta—LHM] ‘pipe’ 
teye:we?keotahkwa? ‘snowshoe, ski,’ literally ‘they use the wood 

for standing upright’ 
ye?nikohsakehta:stha? ‘frame for carrying a large object on 

one’s back’ 
?atatahkwa? [ah-da'-dci-qua—LHM] ‘saddle,’ literally ‘used for 

getting on’ 
?atya?tota:a? (identical with the preceding), literally ‘it’s put 

over its body’ 
yoke :sha? or yoke :sha? [7/zm-$a/-sa—LHM] ‘pocket’ 
katkweHa? [go t-kwen-dd-.LHM] ‘pocketbook’ 

yeye^kwata :hkwa? ‘tobacco pouch’ 

kaohka‘rope’ 
ka:wahasha? [ga-swa-hos-ha [ ?] —LHM] ‘band’ 

kajihsa? ‘husk mat’ (also ‘husk-face’; cf. p. 45) 
keska :s? ‘sleeping mat’ 
yotya :tehta :hkwa? ‘mattress,’ literally ‘bag for laying out flat’ 
?i:yo:s ‘blanket’ 
ka:nya?khao? ‘quilt,’ literally ‘put together piece by piece’ 
kako?sa? ‘pillow’ 

ka:oyo:t ‘swing, hammock, cradle,’ literally ‘attached boat’ 
kaowoni:yo:t (identical with the preceding), literally ‘hanging 

boat’ 

karowo? ‘boat’ (also ‘tray’; cf. p. 48) 

G. Foods 

The following are general terms referring to food: 

kakhwa? ‘food’ 

tyohehkoh [de-o-ha'-ko-—LHM] ‘our sustenance, our life sup¬ 
porters’ (‘the vegetables’—RE), literally ‘what we live on’ 
(referring to corn, beans, and squash) 
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Corn (Zea mays) 

The generic word for corn is ?oneo?, which may also refer to 

the kernel. Other parts of the corn plant are: 

?oea? ‘cornstalk’ 

?ojPjo:t ‘tassle,’ literally ‘standing tassle’ 
?ojPjo:a? (identical with the preceding), literally ‘tassle on the 

end’ 

?okyo:t ‘corn silk’ (protruding from husk) 
?oka?ah ‘corn silk’ (inside husk) 
?ojowohsa? ‘corn leaf’ 

?o:w£?ta? ‘ear with husk’ 
?o?nista? ‘ear without husk but with kernels’ 
?onohkwa?£? or ?onohkw£?£? ‘ear without kernels, corncob’ 

?ono:nya? ‘husk’ 

?o :ate? ‘row of kernels’ (also ‘road’) 

^okojPta? ‘corn pollen’ (AGP) 

?okaehta? ‘hull’ 

The following varieties of corn are named (botanical classi¬ 

fications are from AGP): 

?on£ok£:£t [o-na-o'-ga-ant—LHM] ‘white corn’ (‘Tuscarora or 

squaw corn’—ACP; Zea mays amylacea ‘soft corn’) 

hehko:wa:h [ha-go'-wa—LHM] ‘calico or hominy corn’ (Zea 

mays indurata ‘flint corn’) 

?on£ ihsahkwa? or ?on£ :hsohkwa? ‘popcorn’ (Zea mays everta) 

wahtatokwas (identical with the preceding), literally ‘it bursts’ 

?on£o?o:weh ‘old-fashioned or native corn’ (‘sacred corn’—ACP; 

Zea mays tunicata ‘pod corn’) 

^oncojp ‘black or dark corn’ (variety uncertain) 

Aside from specific food preparations, corn may be found m 
the following conditions: 

?osa?ah ‘green corn’ 

?oji:kw£S ‘corn smut’ (also ‘venereal disease’) 

?otki? on£D? ‘foul or decayed corn’ 

?on£okwe :koh ‘whole corn’ 

?o?n£yosta? ‘cracked corn, hominy grains’ 

?ost£?sa? ‘braided corn’ 

The following terms are related to the growing and initial 
preparation of corn: 

kan£:okw£? ‘seed corn’ 
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?ostista:ne? (Hystrix patula) (FWW), a com medicine, ‘bottle¬ 

brush grass’ 
kahsd?kc:ta? (Phragmites communis) (FWW), another corn 

medicine, ‘common reed’ 
hati?niste:es ‘they are gathering, picking corn’ 

hatinowi:ya?s ‘they are husking corn’ 
hatinonyo :tha? ‘they are pulling back the husk’ (for braiding) 

?ono :nyo :t ‘the husk is pulled back’ 
hatiste^syo :nih ‘they are braiding corn’ 
hatikaehtawars ‘they are winnowing it,’ literally ‘sifting the 

hulls’ 

Corn preparations have the following names: 

?ono:hkwa? ‘(hulled) corn soup’ 
?one :?ta? ‘burnt or roasted corn soup’ 

?oko :sa? ‘baked corn’ 

?okosaki? ‘baked corn soup’ 
kakosaki :?ta‘fried baked corn’ 
Wneyosta:ki? ‘cracked corn soup’ (‘corn soup liquor, samp’— 

AGP) 
^oshowe:? ‘corn pudding’ (ACP), ‘parched corn’ (MRH), ‘false- 

face mush’ (RE) 
?ojiskwa? or ?oji :skwa? ‘mush, pudding’ 

?oshowe?ojiskwa? ‘parched corn mush’ (MRH) 
kakohsa? ?ojiskwa? ‘false-face mush’ (cf. ?oshow£ :?) 
kajfskwa^e?ojiskwa? ‘ball players’ mush’ 

?onota‘hominy’ 
?oho:sta? ‘dumpling’ 

Wnistaka^oh ‘good tasting com’ (‘boiled green corn’—ACP) 
^ono^khwisha? ‘boiled and sweetened corn’ 
?onyahji?ta? ‘corn cooked in husk, tamale’ 
ka?nist£?ta:? ‘corn roasted on open fire’ 
^ojeoHa? (identical with the preceding) 
wate?sko :tak ‘it’s been baked’ 
wate?j£:otak (identical with the preceding) 
?a :hkwa? ‘bread’ 

ka:hko:tak ‘baked bread’ 
ka :hkok ‘boiled bread’ 
kakaehtchta? or kakaehtehtoh ‘corn bread’ 
ka:hkwaki :?ta:? ‘ghost bread,’ literally ‘fried bread’ 
kancothe^toh ‘early bread,’ literally ‘pounded corn’ 
?othe?sha? ‘flour’ 
?oneo? ?o:no? ‘corn oil’ 
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Beans 

The generic word for ‘bean’ is ^osae-Ta? [o-si-dd—LHM]. Most 

or all belong to the genus Phaseolus, but they have not been 

further identified. Names for kinds of beans are: 

ha :yok ‘Roman or cockleberry bean’ (RE) 

teka :ka :ha :t, literally ‘it lies with legs outspread’ 

?aw£ota:koh literally ‘deep-colored flower’ (‘purple kidney’— 

AGP) 

?osae?take:£t ‘white bean’ 

?otikohso :a?, literally ‘their heads are on the end of a stick’ 

?6ea?ke :kha‘cornstalk variety’ 

kaisk£?se‘sparrow’ 

tyothowctoh ‘hummingbird’ 

?otkowo?sa :a? ‘string bean’ 

Other classifications of beans are: 

yo?£notha? ‘pole bean,’ literally ‘they set up a pole’ 

(cf. yo^aiotahkwa? ‘bean pole,’ literally ‘they use it for setting 
up a pole’) 

?onosa?ah ‘soft or young beans’ 

Bean preparations are: 

?osae?ta:ki? ‘bean soup’ 

?ojiskwa? ‘mush,’ made from beans as well as corn 

Squash 

The generic term for Cucurbitaceae is :nyohsa? The follow¬ 
ing kinds are distinguished: 

?o:nya?sa? ‘crookneck squash,’ literally ‘neck’ 

?o:nyohsa?o:weh ‘scalloped squash,’ literally ‘native or Indian 
squash’ 

?oshe?to:t ‘Hubbard squash,’ literally ‘navel’ 

9o?yaka:£t [o-ga-gd-ind—LHM (?)] ‘gray squash’ (LHM), lit¬ 
erally ‘anus’ 

?o:nyoskwa:e? ‘cucumber’ 

?o:nyohsowa:neh ‘pumpkin,’ literally ‘big squash’ 
?o:nyohsatkos ‘watermelon’ (Citrullus vulgaris), literally ‘raw 

squash’ 
wa:ya:is ‘muskmelon’ (Cucumis melo), literally ‘the fruit 

ripens’ 
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Another related term is ?o?5hsa? ‘vine/ Squash preparations 

are: 

ka:nyohsok ‘boiled squash’ 
wate:nyohso:tak ‘baked squash’ 

Other Cultivated Plants 

?oktea? ‘carrot’ (Daucus carota), ‘beet’ (Beta vulgaris), ‘turnip’ 
(Brassica rapa), literally ‘root’ 

?onono?ta? ‘potato’ 

^nohsa? ‘onion’ (Allium sp.) 
?aw£to?ke:a? ‘pea’ (Pisurn sp.) 

Fruits 

The generic term for fruit or berry is ?oji:ya? or, less com¬ 

monly, ?o :ya?. Kinds of fruits are : 

?o:ya:ji? ‘blueberry’ (‘huckleberry’ — RE) (Vactinium sp.), 

literally ‘dark berry’ 
k£hta?ke:a? ‘high bush blueberry’ ( Vactinium sp.) 
nohkwak&i?ni? ‘low bush blueberry’ (Vactinium sp.) 

(?o)jistota?sha? ‘strawberry’ (Fragaria sp.) literally ‘embers 

on it’ 

shes?a :h ‘small wild strawberry’ ( Frag aria sp.) 
takwa?ta:ne? ‘raspberry’ (Rubus sp.) 

thota?kto? ‘black raspberry’ (Rubus occidentalis), literally ‘bent 
stem’ 

?otka:sha? ‘blackberry’ (Rubus sp.) 

?ono:sha? ‘thimbleberry’ (Rubus sp.) 

jo?a:ka? wa:ya:s ‘gooseberry’ (Ribessp.), literally ‘raccoon eats 

the berries’ 

ka?nehsa? ‘nannyberry’ (Viburnum lentago) 

?oshaista? wa:ya:s ‘partridgeberry’ (Mitchella repens), liter¬ 

ally ‘snake eats the berries’ 

?e:i? ‘wild cherry’ (Primus serotina) 

kanojohkwane9 ‘fire cherry’ (Prunus pennsylvanica) 

teyakonya^tha :?s ‘chokecherry’ (Prunus virginiana), literally 

‘it chokes people’ 

ke:eh ‘plum’ (Prunus sp.) 

kanya?6:ya? ‘apple’ (Pyrus sp.) 

joikto :xva? ‘wild crab apple,’ literally ‘great thorn’ 

kaehtate? ‘peach’ (Prunus persica), literally ‘fuzz on it’ 
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A fruit preparation is ?o:ya:ki? 'berry water/ used for cere¬ 

monial purposes. 

Nuts 

The word for 'nut’ is ?o :nyo?kwa?. Kinds of nuts are: 

jo:nyo?kwe:s 'butternut' (Juglans drierea), literally 'long nut' 
jo :nyo?kwa :k 'black walnut' (Juglans nigra), literally 'let it eat 

the nut' 
?ononoka :a?, jistake:£?, joka:ka:s 'hickory' (Carya ovata; cf. p. 

46) 
?o:ny6%wajiwakeh 'bitter nut (hickory) / (Carya cor dif or mis) 
?o:nye?sta? 'chestnut' (Castanea dentata) 
?ohsowi?sha? 'hazelnut' (Corylus sp.) 
?osk£?£? 'beechnut' (Fagns grandifolia) 
?oko:wa? 'acorn' (Quercus sp.) 

Other Plant Foods 

9o:ny5kwi?sa? 'grape' (Vitis sp.) 
?ono:ska? 'milkweed' (Asclepias sp.) 
?otko?ta? ‘sumac’ (Rhus sp.) 

Meat 

The word for 'meat' is ?o?wa Other terms are: 

Vwa:se:? 'fresh meat' 
?oy£?kwa:ikoh 'smoked (meat)' 
?ojikhe?ta:e? ‘salted (meat)' 

?ohjPa'fried meat’ 

?o:no? 'fat, grease, lard' 

Mammals 

neoke? 'deer' (Odoeoileus virginianus) 
nyakwai? ‘bear’ (Ursus americanus) 
nokanya^koh 'beaver' (Castor canadensis), literally 'twig cutter' 
se:no:h 'skunk' (Mephitis mephitis) 
thehto:o? 'woodchuck' (Marmota monax) 
jinotaka? 'muskrat' (Ondatra zibethica) 
jioHa :ka? 'mink' (Mustela vison) 
jo?a :ka? 'raccoon' (Procyon lotor) 
kwa?yo'rabbit' (Sylvilagus floridanus) 
thotaye:t 'hare' (Lepus americanus) 
jokta:ko? ‘gray or black squirrel' (Sciurus carolinensis) 
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joniiskyoit ‘red squirrel’ (Tamiasciurus hudsonicus) 
tha:wa:so :t ‘flying squirrel’ (Glaucomys sp.) 

kiskwi :s ‘pig’ (Sus scrofa) 
tyo:skwaot ‘cow’ (Bos taurus) 
jiiyah ‘dog’ (Canis familiaris) 

Birds 

A ‘bird’ is called Among the edible birds are: 

so:wak ‘duck’ 
hoka:k ‘goose’ 
Vo:wa:? ‘owl’ 
johkwe?eani? ‘ruffed grouse’ (Bonasa umbellus) 

kohkwai? ‘quail’ 
no?jahkw£? ‘woodcock, snipe’ 

jako :ki :h ‘blackbird’ 
tistis ‘woodpecker’ 
tyo:yaik ‘robin’ (Turdus migratorius) 
tekayahtowancs ‘meadowlark’ (Sturnella magna), literally ‘big 

thighs’ 
ja:hko:wa:? ‘pigeon,’ literally ‘great bread’ (evidently because 

of the shape of its tail) 
?o?so:ot ‘turkey’ (Meleagris gallopavo), literally ‘pine on it’ 
taka:?e‘chicken’ (Gallus galius) 

Fish 

The word for ‘fish’ is kcjoh. Among the edible fish are: 

tya:wc:h ‘trout’ 
kashesta? ‘sturgeon’ (Acipenser sp.) 
kaho:skwa:h ‘dace’ 
jota:to? ‘bass’ 
jokartkc? ‘pike’ (Esox sp.) 

katke:sha? (identical with the preceding), literally ‘handle’ (as 
an ax handle) 

jikohse:s ‘great northern pike’ (Esox Indus), or ‘pickerel’ 
(Esox sp.), literally ‘long face’ 

kaischta? ‘hammerhead’ (Hypentelium nigricans) 

Other Animal Foods 

?oko :sta? ‘clam, oyster’ 

?onohsak6hte? ‘snail,’ literally ‘house on its back’ 
sko?ak ‘frog’ 
ha?no:wa:h ‘turtle’ 
kanyahtc :h ‘snapping turtle’ (Chelydra serpentina) 
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?ojPehta? 'crayfish, crab, lobster’ 
kane :itha? 'locust, cicada' 
?o?hohsa? ‘egg’ 
?ono?kwa? ‘milk’ 
?owi:sa? ‘butter’ (also ‘ice’) 

Other Foods 

?owa:no? ‘maple sugar, sugar, candy’ 
ka :no :nih ‘honey’ 
?oshesta? ‘syrup, corn syrup’ 
?ojikhe?ta? ‘salt’ 
teyosae?t ‘ (black) pepper’ 
?onahsa? ‘fungus’ 
tewatye^kweokwas ‘puffball’ (Calvatia gigantea), literally 

‘smoke scatters’ 
?at£ono:sha? ‘mushroom,’ literally ‘umbrella’ 

5. Names of People and Places 

A. Races and Tribes 

Indians are called ?okwe?o:weh, literally ‘real, genuine, native 
people.’ A white man is ha :ny5?oh, in the plural hat! :nyo?oh. 
The Iroquois are hotinohso :ni :h, literally ‘house builders.’ 
Names for Iroquois tribes are: 

(?o)notow&?ka:? ‘Seneca,’ literally ‘people of the big hill’ 
kayokwe :ono? ‘Cayuga’ 
?onota?ke:ka:? ‘Onondaga,’ literally ‘people on the hill’ 
neyotka:? ‘Oneida,’ literally ‘people of the standing rock’ 
kanye^ke :ono? ‘Mohawk,’ literally ‘people of the flint’ 
taske:ow£? ‘Tuscarora’ 

B. Reservations 

tyonohsate :k£h ‘Cornplanter,’ literally ‘burned house’ 
?ohi :yo9 ‘Allegany,’ literally ‘beautiful river’ 
ka?ta:k£sk£:o^ ‘Cattaraugus,’ literally ‘formerly the chimney 

(clay?) smelled’ 
tharnowote? ‘Tonawanda,’ literally ‘his rapids are there’ 
swe:k£? ‘Grand River (Six Nations),’ also ‘Canada’; swek#:©HD? 

‘person from Grand River or Canada’ 
taskeow£?keh ‘Tuscarora’ 
?onota?keh ‘Onondaga,’ literally ‘on the hill’ 
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kanoktiyo?keh (identical with the preceding), literally ‘at the 

good place’ 
kanye^keh (any Mohawk reservation) 

C. Longhouses 

On the Allegany Reservation 

tyo:nekano:h ‘Coldspring,’ literally ‘cold water’ 
tetyoteha:?kto:h ‘Horseshoe’ (extinct), literally ‘bent back upon 

itself, horseshoe curve’ 

On the Cattaraugus Reservation 

tkanotase‘Newtown,’ literally ‘new town’ 
Wsoako :h ‘Pinewoods’ (extinct), literally ‘in the pines’ 
skeho:tih ‘Indian Hill’ (extinct), literally ‘beyond the creek’ 

te:notye?kwa:?ho:t ‘Sandy’s Road’ (extinct), literally ‘their 
smokes are joined together’ (said to have been called this be¬ 
cause it was an amalgamation of two even older longhouses) 

ta^tewahkeotkeh ‘Cayuga Street’ (extinct), literally ‘without 

eaves’ 

On the Tonawanda Reservation 

kanotako :h, literally ‘in the town’ 
?o?soako :h ‘Sand Hill’ (extinct), literally ‘in the pines’ 

D. Important Cities and Towns 

tosyo:we:h or tetyo:syo:ke:h ‘Buffalo’ 
skarnehtatih ‘Albany,’ literally ‘beyond the plateau’ (or ‘pine’) 
tyo:okot or heyo:oksh ‘Akron, N. Y.’ 
jokowotih ‘Gowanda,’ literally ‘beyond the ridge’ 
tyohate?syo? or tyo:teoke? ‘Pittsburgh’ 

ka rnowoko :h ‘Warren, Pa.,’ literally ‘in the rapids’ 
tkanotaye?ko:wa:h ‘Philadelphia,’ literally ‘big town there’ 

E. Important Individuals 

kayethwahkeh ‘Cornplanter,’ literally ‘where it is planted’ (?) 
shakoye:wa:tha? ‘Red Jacket,’ literally ‘he makes them look for 

it in vain’ 

the:wD:nya?s ‘Governor Blacksnake,’ literally ‘he breaks wire, 
nails’ 

kayahsotha? ‘Kyashota,’ literally ‘it stands up a cross’ 
shosheowa:? [sose-ha'-wd—LHM] ‘Great Burden Strap’ 
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6. Supernatural Beings and Objects 

The Supreme Being and his opposite number are referred to 

with the following words: 

hotye:no?kta?oh ‘the Creator,’ literally ‘he has created it’; also 
hotye :no?kta?o he tyohe? ‘he has created our lives’ 

ha?niko:iyo:h (identical with the preceding), literally ‘his mind 

is good’ 
haweni:yo? ‘God’ (the Christian term), literally ‘his word is 

good’ or possibly ‘he is free’ 
ha?mko:etke? ‘the Devil,’ literally ‘his mind is evil’ 
shakoew&tha? (identical with the preceding), literally ‘he 

punishes people’ 
hanisheiono? ‘the Devil’ (the Christian term), literally ‘pit 

dweller’ 

Beings and objects frequently referred to in the calendrical 

ceremonies are: 

ke :i nienoti :h ‘the Four Beings’ (‘Messengers, Angels’) 
hatioya?ke:ono? (identical with the preceding), literally ‘sky 

dwellers’ 
?ot&?eooh (the mythical source of the wind), literally ‘it’s cov¬ 

ered by a veil’ 
hatiwenotatye^s ‘the Thunderers,’ literally ‘they are spreading 

the word’ 
hi?no? [he'-no—LHM] ‘the Thunderer’ 

Supernatural beings associated with the noncalendrical medi¬ 

cine ceremonies include: 

joka:o? or jo?ka:o? ‘little people, pygmies, dwarfs, elves’ 
shakotyowehko:wa:h (the false-face prototype), literally ‘their 

great defender’ (?) 

?oshata?ke :a? ‘Dew Eagle’ (WNF), literally ‘mist dweller’ 

Other mythological beings are: 

hatho? ‘Jack Frost’ (RE), ‘Frost God’ (AGP) 
hoske?£kehtako:wa:h ‘God of War’ (AGP), literally ‘great 

warrior’ 

jaenosko:wa:h ‘Blue Lizard’ (AGP) 
jiske :h ‘skeleton, ghost’ 

jotShkwatoh ‘Great Horned Serpent’ (ACP) 
kdhkako:wa:h ‘Giant Raven’ (WNF) 
kan5?kwe :s ‘Big Breast’ 
kashaistowandi ‘Big Snake’ (‘Horned Snake’—ACP) 
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ka:syotye :tha? Tire Beast' (ACP), also ‘lion' 
ke :no :skwa? 'Stone Giant,' literally 'it used to eat skin (or 

leather)' 

nokanyd?koh ‘White Beaver' (ACP), literally 'beaver' 

nya?kwaehe:h or nya?kwaeheko :wa :h ‘Great Bear’ (Great 

Naked Bear'—ACP) 

shakowemoa? ‘Tide Spirit' (ACP), literally ‘he ferries people’ 

shako^tatahkwas 'He-Who-Eats-Inwards' (ACP), literally, ‘he 

takes out people’s feces’ 

shotowahko:wa :h ‘Blue Panther’ (ACP) 

takwano?e:yet ‘Wind Spirit' (ACP), ‘Flying Head’ (RE), liter¬ 

ally ‘hit us with a head!' 

ta :tahwat or taHahkwat ‘White Beaver' (ACP) 

teotya?tya?koh ‘Divided Body (Hail Spirit) ’ (ACP), literally ‘his 

body is cut in two’ 

tetyoswinehtoh ‘Spring God' (ACP), literally ‘it has thawed' 

tewathyawo:e?s (?) ‘Exploding Wren' (ACP) 

thayatkwaii? (another mythical animal) 

to:no?ka:es ‘Horned Snake' (ACP), literally ‘he has long horns' 

?o?ne:yo:t ‘Sharp-Legs’ (ACP) 

?o?nowatko? ‘Corn-Bug’ (ACP), literally ‘bug with evil power' 

?o?nya :the :h ‘Little Dry Hand’ (ACP), literally ‘dry hand' 

?5 :P (a mythical flying snake) 

Power or strength, whether natural or supernatural, is 

ka?hastesha?. Evil power is ?otko?, and a witch is hotko? if a man, 

kotko? if a woman, kahaih, translated ‘Will-of-the-Wisp’ by ACP, 
refers to magical transformation, generally for an evil purpose. 

Abbreviations 

The following abbreviations were used in the glossary to 
identify terminology associated with a particular source: 

ACP Arthur C. Parker 

FWW Frederick W. Waugh 

HCC Harold C. Conklin and William C. Sturtevant 

LHM Lewis H. Morgan 

ML Marjorie Lismer 

MRH Mark R. Harrington 

RE Reservation English 

WNF William N. Fenton 
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Index 

A 
acorn, 54 
afternoon, 38 
agrimony, 47 
Akron, N.Y., 57 
Albany, N.Y., 57 
All Eaten Up, 33 
Allegany Reservation, 56 
Alligator Dance, 34 
Alternate Feet Dance, 32 
Angels, 58 
animal side, 27 
ankle, 42 
anus, 42, 52 
apple, 53 
arm, 41 
arm band, 46 
Arm-Shaking Dance, 34 
arrow, 48 
ash, 46 
ash sifter, 47 
aunt, 23 
aurora borealis, 43 
ax, 47, 48 

B 
back, 42 
back scratcher, 49 
baked, 51 
baked bread, 51 
baked corn, 51 
baked corn soup, 51 
baked squash, 53 
ball players’ mush, 51 
band, 49 
bark rattle, 44 
base, 46 
basket, 47 
basketful, 40 
basket medicine, 47 
bass, 55 
bead,45 
bean, 52 
Bean Ceremony, 30 
bean pole, 52 
bean soup, 52 
bean-watcher, 35 
bear, 54 
Bear Clan, 27 
Bear Dance, 32 
Beating the Dry Skin, 34 

beaver, 54, 59 
Beaver Clan, 27 
beechnut, 54 
beet, 53 
bells, 44 
belly, 42 
belt, 45 
bench,45 
berry, 53 
berry picking basket, 47 
berry water, 54 
betting, 35 
Big Breast, 58 
Big Heads, 32 
Big Snake, 58 
big water drum, 44 
bird, 55 
bird side, 27 
bitter nut (hickory), 54 
black, 40 
black ash, 46 
blackberry, 53 
blackbird, 55 
black corn, 50 
black raspberry, 53 
blanket, 49 
blue, 40 
blueberry, 53 
Blue Lizard, 58 
Blue Panther, 59 
boat, 48, 49 
boiled and sweetened corn, 51 
boiled bread, 51 
boiled green corn, 51 
boiled squash, 53 
bottle, 47 
bottle-brush grass, 51 
bottom, 46 
bottom land, 42 
bow, 48 
bowl, 31, 48 
Bowl Game, 31, 35 
box turtle rattle, 44 
braided corn, 50 
braiding corn, 51 
bread, 51 
Bread Ceremony, 30 
breasts, 42 
brooch, 46 
brother-in-law, 25 
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brown, 40 
Buffalo, N. Y., 57 
Buffalo Dance, 32 
burden strap, 47 
burnt corn soup, 51 
bush, 41 
bushel, 40 
butter, 43, 56 
butternut, 54 
buttocks, 42 
buttons, 35 

C 

calico corn, 50 
Canada, 56 
candy, 56 
cane, 44 
cap,45 
carrot, 53 
Carry-Out-the-Kettle, 31 
Cattaraugus Reservation, 56 
Cayuga, 56 
Cayuga Street Longhouse, 57 
ceremonies, 29 
Changing Ribs, 33 
Chanters for the Dead, 33 
charm, 34 
charm holders, 34 
cheek, 41 
Cherokee, 35 
Cherokee Stomp Dance, 35 
chest, 41 
chestnut, 54 
chicken, 55 
Chicken Dance, 34 
chief, 28 
chief titles, 29 
child, 22 
children, 22, 28 
chin, 41 
chisel, 49 
chokecherry, 53 
Choose a Partner, 34 
cicada, 56 
civil authority, 36 
clan, 27 
clam, 55 
cliff, 42 
clothing, 45 
cloudy, 43 
club, 44 
cockleberry bean, 52 
Code of Handsome Lake, 33 
Coldspring Longhouse, 57 
collar, 41 
comb basket, 47 
Common Face, 32 

commonwealth, 36 
Condolence Ceremony, 36 
conductor, 33 
confessing, 32 
consolation, 36 
container, 47 
cookhouse, 45 
corn, 50 
corn cooked in husk, 51 
corn roasted on open fire, 51 
corn basket, 47 
corn bread, 51 
Corn-Bug, 59 
corncob, 50 
corn crib, 48 
Corn Dance, 31 
corn husk basket, small, 47 
corn leaf, 50 
corn medicine, 51 
corn oil, 51 
Cornplanter, 57 
Cornplanter Reservation, 56 
corn pollen, 50 
corn pudding, 51 
corn silk, 50 
corn smut, 50 
corn soup, 51 
corn soup liquor, 51 
cornstalk, 50 
corn syrup, 56 
corn washing basket, 47 
costume, woman’s, 45 
council fire, 36 
cousins, 20, 22 
cow, 55 
crab, 56 
crab apple, 53 
cracked corn, 50 
cracked corn soup, 51 
cradle, 49 
crayfish, 56 
Creator, 58 
crookneck squash, 52 
cross basket, 47 
Crossing the Woods, 32 
cucumber, 52 
cultivated, 41 
curls, flat or peaked, 46 

D 
dace, 55 
dance, 33 
Dance for the Dead, 33 
dances, 29 
dark-colored, 40 
dark corn, 50 
Dark Dance, 32 
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dark red, 40 
daughter, 22 
daughter-in-law, 26 
Dawn Song, 31 
day, 38 
day, end of the, 38 
day, next, 38 
daybreak, 38 
daytime, 38 
decayed corn, 50 
deer, 54 
Deer Buttons, 35 
Deer Clan, 27 
Deganawida, 37 
Devil, 58 
Devil Dance, 31 
Devil’s Feather Dance, 31 
Devil’s Four Rituals, 31 
Dew Eagle, 58 
digging tool, 47 
dirty clothes basket, 47 
dish, 48 
Dish Game, 31 
Divided Body, 59 
Doctor’s Dance, 32 
dog, 55 
doings, 29, 33 
doll, 49 
domestic, 41 
doorkeeper,34 
Doorkeepers’ Dance, 32 
double bottom, 46 
dough-making bowl, 48 
dream guessing, 29 
drill, 49 
drop handle basket, 47 
drum, 44 
Drum Dance, 31 
drumstick, 44 
duck, 55 
Duck Dance, 34 
dumpling, 51 
dwarfs, 58 
dye, 46 

E 

Eagle Dance, 33 
Eagle Dance fan, 45 
Eagle Dance pole, 45 
Eagle Dance striking stick, 45 
ear, 41 
early bread, 51 
earring, 46 
earth, 42 
ear with husk, 50 
ear without husk, 50 
east, 42 

eclipse, 43 
egg, 56 
eight, 37 
elbow, 41 
eleven, 37 
elves, 58 
ember, 45 
evening, 38 
evil power, 59 
Exploding Wren, 59 
Expressions of Love, 33 
eyebrows, 41 
eyes, 41 

F 

Faith Keepers, 28 
Falling Belly, 35 
False-Face, 32, 45 
False-Face mush, 51 
False-Face prototype, 58 
family, 26 
fat, 54 
father, 21, 22, 23 
father-in-law, 26 
father’s clan, 27 
Feast of the Dead, 33 
Feather Dance, 30 
feather stick, 45 
festivals, 29 
finger, 41 
fingernail, 39, 41 
Fire Beast, 58 
fire cherry, 53 
fire keepers, 28 
fire-making tool, 48 
fish, 55 
Fish Dance, 34 
fishhook, 49 
five, 37 
flint corn, 50 
flour, 51 
flute, 44 
Flying Head, 59 
fog, 43 
food, 49 
food basket, 47 
foot, 42 
Football, 36 
Foot Race, 36 
forehead, 41 
forenoon, 38 
forest, 41 
fork, 48 
fortune teller, 33 
forty, 37 
foul corn, 50 
four, 37 
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Four Beings, 58 
Four Nights, 33 
four o’clock, 37 
Four Rituals, 30 
Four Sacred Ceremonies, 30 
frame for carrying a large object 

on one’s back, 49 
Friday, 38, 39 
fried baked corn, 51 
fried bread, 51 
frog, 55 
Frost God, 58 
fruit, 53 
funeral, 33 
fungus, 56 

G 
game, 35 
Garter Dance, 34 
garters, 45 
ghost, 58 
ghost bread, 51 
Ghost Dance, 33 
Giant Raven, 58 
God, 58 
God of War, 58 
Good Message, 33 
goods distributed during 

?ohki:we:h, 34 
good tasting corn, 51 
goose, 55 
gooseberry, 53 
gourd rattle, 44 
Governor Blacksnake, 57 
Gowanda, N. Y., 57 
Grab Your Partner, 34 
grandchildren, 24 
granddaughter, 24 
grandfather, 24 
grandmother, 24 
grandparent, 24 
Grand River Reserve, 56 
grandson, 24 
grape, 54 
gray, 40 
grayish, 40 
gray squash, 52 
grease, 54 
Great Bear, 59 
Great Burden Strap, 57 
Great Feather Dance, 30 
great-grandchild, 24 
great-grandfather, 24 
great-grandparent, 24 
great-grandson, 24 
Great Horned Serpent, 58 
Great Naked Bear, 59 

great northern pike, 55 
Great Shuffle Dance, 31 
great turtle rattle, 44 
green, 40 
green corn, 50 
Green Corn Ceremony, 30 
Grinding Dishes, 34 
Grinding the Arrow, 31 
grouse, ruffed, 55 
grove, 41 

H 

Had-a-Horse, 34 
hail, 43 
Hail Spirit, 59 
hair, 41 
halter, 47 
hammer, 48 
hammerhead, 55 
hammock, 49 
hamper, 47 
hand, 41 
handle, 55 
Handsome Lake, 29 
hanger, 49 
hare, 54 
Harvest Ceremony, 30 
hat, 45 
Hawk Clan, 27 
hazelnut, 54 
head,36, 41 
headdress, 45 
head ones, 28 
health, 36 
hem, 47 
herb, 41 
Heron Clan, 27 
He-Who-Eats-Inwards, 59 
Hiawatha, 37 
hickory, 46, 54 
high bush blueberry, 53 
hill, 42 
hip, 42 
hoe, 48 
hominy, 51 
hominy corn, 50 
hominy grains, 50 
hominy sifter, 47 
honey, 56 
hook, 49 
hoop,36 
Hoop and Javelin, 36 
Horned Snake, 58 
horn rattle, 44 
horn war club, 48 
Horse Dance, 34 
Horseshoe Longhouse, 57 
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Hubbard squash, 52 
huckleberry, 58 
hull, 50 
hulling basket, 47 
hummingbird, 52 
hundred, 37 
husband, 24, 25 
husk, 50 
Husk-Face, 32, 45 
husking corn, 51 
husking pin, 48 
husk mat, 49 

I 
ice, 43, 56 
inch, 40 
Indian Dice, 35 
Indian flute, 44 
Indian Hill Longhouse, 57 
Indians, 56 
Indian squash, 52 
Indian tobacco, 45 
Inserted Message, 32 
Inserted Song, 32 
intestines, 42 
Iroquois, 56 

J 
Jack Frost, 58 
javelin, 36 
jaw, 41 
jug, 47 

K 

keeper of the Little Water medicine, 
34 

kettle, 48 
kettle, big, 48 
kettle, old-fashioned Indian, 48 
kidney, 42 
knee, 42 
knife, 48 
Kyashota, 57 

L 
Lacrosse, 36 
ladle, 48 
ladle, big, 48 
ladle, small, 48 
lake, 42 
lamp, 49 
land, 42 
lard, 54 
law, great, 36 
lead on the end, 36 
leaves, great black, 36 
leg, 42 
leg band, 46 
leggings, 45 
light, 38, 45 

light-colored, 40 
lightning, 43 
Linking Arms Dance, 31 
lion, 58 
lips, 41 
Little Dry Hand, 59 
little people, 58 
Little Water, 32, 34 
liver, 42 
lobster, 56 
locust, 56 
longhouse, 28, 45 
low bush blueberry, 53 
lungs, 42 

M 

magical transformation, 59 
maple, 46 
Maple Ceremony, 29 
maple sugar, 56 
married couple, 25 
mat, sleeping, 49 
mattress, 49 
meadowlark, 55 
meat, 54 
meat, fresh, 54 
meat, fried, 54 
meat, salted, 54 
meat, smoked, 54 
medicine ceremony, 33 
messenger, 29, 33 
Messengers, 58 
midday, 38 
midnight, 38 
Midwinter Ceremony, 29 
mile, 40 
milk, 56 
milkweed, 54 
mink, 54 
mist, 43 
moccasin, 45, 46 
Moccasin Game, 36 
Mohawk, 56 
Mohawk Reservation, 57 
moieties, 27 
Monday, 38 
months, 39 
moon, 43 
moon, end of the, 39 
moon, middle of the, 39 
moon, new, 39 
moon, phases of the, 39 
moons, 39 
morning, 38 
morning, early in the, 38 
morning star, 43 
mortar, 48 
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mother, 23 
mother-in-law, 26 
mothers, our, 28 
mouth, 41 
mush, 51, 52 
mushroom, 56 
musical instrument, 44 
muskmelon, 52 
muskrat, 54 

N 
nail, 48 
Naked Dance, 34 
naming children, 32 
nannyberry, 53 
native corn, 50 
native squash, 52 
navel, 52 
neck, 41, 52 
necklace, 46 
needle, 48 
needle book, 48 
nephew, 23 
Newtown Longhouse, 57 
New Year’s Ceremony, 29 
niece, 23 
night, 38 
nine, 37 
noon, 38 
north, 42 
north star, 43 
nose, 36, 41 
notches, 44 
nut, 54 
nut rattle, 44 

O 
oak, white, 46 
ocean, 42 
older brother, 20 
older sibling, 20 
older sister, 21 
old-fashioned corn, 50 
Old-Fashioned Shuffle Dance, 31 
Old Moccasin, 34 
old people, 28 
one, 37 
one day from now, 38 
Oneida, 56 
one o’clock, 37 
onion, 53 
Onondaga, 56 
Onondaga Reservation, 56 
Otter Dance, 32 
our life supporters, 49 
our sustenance, 49 
overdress, 45 
owl, 55 

oyster, 55 

P 

pace, 40 
pack basket, 47 
paddle, 48 
paint, 46 
palm, 41 
pants, 45 
parched corn, 51 
parched corn mush, 51 
parent-in-law, 26 
parents, 22 
parents-in-law, 25 
partridgeberry, 53 
payer, 35 
pea, 53 
peace, 36 
Peace Queen, 37 
peach, 53 
peach stone, 31 
Peach Stone Game, 31 
pendants, 46 
penis, 42 
penis, head of the, 42 
pepper, 56 
Personal Chant, 31 
pestle, 48 
Philadelphia, 57 
pickerel, 55 
picking corn, 51 
pig, 55 
pigeon, 55 
Pigeon Dance, 34 
pike, 55 
pillow, 49 
pincushion, 48 
Pinewoods Longhouse, 57 
pipe, 49 
pitcher plant, 47 
Pittsburgh, 57 
Planting Ceremony, 30 
planting tool, 48 
Pleiades, 43 
plow, 47 
plum, 53 
pocket, 49 
pocketbook, 49 
pod corn, 50 
pole, 48 
pole bean, 52 
polish, 49 
popcorn, 50 
poplar, 36 
pot, 48 
potato, 53 
potato basket, 47 
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power, 59 
Preparation Dance, 84 
pudding, 51 
puffball, 56 
pulling back the husk, 51 
pumpkin, 52 
punch,49 
purple, 40 
purple kidney bean, 52 
pygmies, 58 

Q 
quail, 55 
quart, 40 
Quavering, 33 
quilt, 49 
quiver, 48 

R 
rabbit, 54 
Rabbit Dance, 34 
raccoon, 54 
Raccoon Dance, 34 
rain, 43 
rainbow, 43 
raspberry, 53 
rasping stick, 44 
rattle, 44 
recipient, 33 
red, 40 
Red Jacket, 57 
red maple, 46 
reed, 34, 51 
referees, 35 
related to, be, 19 
rib cage, 42 
righteousness, 36 
ring, finger, 46 
river, 42 
road,50 
roasted corn soup, 51 
robin, 55 
Robin Dance, 34 
rock bank, 42 
rod, 40 
Roman bean, 52 
root, 53 
roots, great long, 36 
rope, 49 
row of kernels, 50 

S 
sachem, 28 
sacred corn, 50 
saddle, 49 
salt, 56 
salt bottle, 47 
salt container, 47 
samp, 51 

sand, 42 
Sand Hill Longhouse, 57 
Sandy’s Road Longhouse, 57 
Sap Ceremony, 29 
Saturday, 38, 39 
scalloped squash, 52 
scraper, 49 
Seed Ceremony, 30 
seed corn, 50 
Seneca, 56 
seven, 37 
sewing basket, 47 
Shake the Pumpkin, 32 
Shaking the Bush, 34 
Shaking the Jug, 34 
Sharpening the Stick, 34 
Sharp-Legs, 59 
Sharp Point, 32 
sheaf, 48 
shoe, 46 
shoe, native, 46 
shoulder, 41 
shoulder belt, 45 
Shuffle Dance, 31 
siblings, 21 
sides, 27 
sieve, 47 
sifter, 47 
silver beads, 46 
Sioux War Dance, 31 
sister-in-law, 25 
Sisters of the Dio‘he'ko’, 31 
six, 37 
Six Nations, 27 
Six Nations Reserve, 56 
skeleton, 58 
ski, 49 
Skin Dance, 31 
skirt, 45 
skunk, 54 
skunking, 35 
sleet, 43 
sleigh bells, 44 
smock, 45 
snail, 55 
Snake Dance, 35 
snapping turtle, 55 
snapping turtle rattle, 44 
snipe, 55 
Snipe Clan, 27 
snow, 43 
snowshoe, 49 
snowsnake, 35 
snowsnake medicine, 36 
Society of Mystic Animals, 32 
soft bean, 52 
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soft corn, 50 
soft maple, 46 
soil, 42 
sole, 41 
son, 22 
son-in-law, 25, 26 
south, 42 
sparrow, 52 
splint, 46 
splint, inner rim, 46 
splint, outer rim, 46 
sponsor, 33 
spoon, 48 
spoon, big, 48 
spouse, 24 
spring, 39 
Spring God, 59 
squash, 35, 52 
squash rattle, 44 
squaw corn, 50 
squirrel, black, 54 
squirrel, flying, 55 
squirrel, gray, 54 
squirrel, red, 55 
stamping stick, 44 
star, 43 
stepchild, 26 
stepdaughter, 26 
stepfather, 26 
stepmother, 26 
stepparent, 26 
stepson, 26 
stick, 36, 44, 48 
stirring implement, 48 
stomach, 42 
Stomp Dance, 31 
stone, 42 
Stone Giant, 59 
strap, 47 
strawberry, 53 
strawberry, wild, 53 
Strawberry Ceremony, 30 
stream, 42 
strength, 36, 59 
Striking a Stick, 31 
string bean, 52 
String Bean Ceremony, 30 
sturgeon, 55 
subchief, 28 
sugar, 56 
sumac, 54 
summer, 39 
sun, 43 
Sun Ceremony, 30 
Sun Dance, 31 
Sunday, 38, 39 

suspenders, 45 
Swan Dance, 34 
swing, 49 
syrup,56 

T 

Tadodaho, 37 
tail, 35 
Taking the Kettle Out, 31 
tally stick, 45 
tamale, 51 
tassle, 50 
tempo beater, 44 
ten, 37 
Tenth Day Feast, 33 
testicles, 42 
Thanksgiving Dance, 31 
Thanksgiving Speech, 32 
thigh, 42 
thimbleberry, 53 
thirteen, 37 
thirty, 37 
thousand, 37 
three, 37 
three days from now, 38 
three o’clock, 37 
throat, 41 
thrower, 36 
throws, free, 35 
throws, winning, 35 
thumb, 41 
Thumbs-Up Dance, 32 
thunder, 43 
Thunder Ceremony, 30 
Thunderers, 30, 58 
Thursday, 38 
Tide Spirit, 59 
tin rattle, 44 
tobacco, 45 
tobacco pouch, 49 
today, 38 
toe, 42 
tomahawk, 48 
tomorrow, 38 
tom-tom, 44 
Tonawanda Reservation, 56 
tongue, 41 
tonight, 38 
tooth, 41 
track, 36 
tray, 48 
tree, 41 
tribe, 27 
trimming, 46 
Trotting Dance, 31 
trough, 36 
trough, mouth of the, 36 
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trout, 55 
truth, 36 
Tuesday, 38 
Tug-of-War, 36 
Tumbling Dance, 33 
turkey, 55 
turnip, 53 
turtle, 55 
Turtle Clan, 27 
turtle rattle, 44 
Tuscarora, 56 
Tuscarora corn, 50 
Tuscarora Reservation, 56 
twelve, 37 
twenty, 37 
twenty-one, 37 
twins, 22 
two, 37 
two days from now, 38 
two o’clock, 37 

U 
umbrella, 56 
uncle, 23 
Uncles, 32 
Ursa Major, 43 

y 
vagina, 42 
valley 42 
vegetables, 49 
venereal disease, 50 
vine, 53 

W 
walnut, black, 54 
wampum, 45 
wampum, invitation, 45 
wampum, main, 45 
wampum belt, 45 
Wampum Keepers, 28 
wampum string, 45 
war club, 48 
War Dance, 30 
Warren, Pa., 57 
warriors, 28 
water drum, 44 
watermelon, 52 
Wednesday, 38 

weed, 41 
weed, tall, 41 
weft element, 46 
west, 42 
wrestling, 36 
white, 40 
white ash, 46 
white bean, 52 
White Beaver, 59 
white corn, 50 
white man, 56 
white man’s flute, 44 
whole corn, 50 
wife, 24, 25 
wild, 41 
wildcat, 37 
wild cherry, 53 
Will-of-the-Wisp, 59 
wind, 43 
Wind Spirit, 59 
winnowing, 51 
winter, 39 
wire, 48 
witch, 59 
withe, flexible, 46 
Wolf Clan, 27 
Woman’s Society, 33 
women, 28 
Women’s Shuffle Dance, 31 
Women’s Song, 31 
wood as a material, 46 
woodchuck, 54 
woodcock, 55 
woodpecker, 55 
Worship Dance, 31 
wrist, 41 
wristband, 46 

Y 

yard, 40 
year, 39 
yellow, 40 
yesterday, 38 
young bean, 52 
younger brother, 20 
younger sibling, 20 
younger sister, 21 
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Before the lapse of 
many years, the remnant 
of the Indian nations 
which now inhabit the 
state will experience the 
fate of all sublunary 
things. . . . The natural 
history of the man of 
America, .. . may still be 
obtained to a considerable 
extent; his language may 
be put on record, and his 
traditions may be per¬ 
petuated. De Witt Clin¬ 
ton, Memorial to the State 
Legislature, 1814. 


